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In cooperative communication systems, different terminals collaborate to
form a virtual-multiple antenna array system and exploit the spatial diversity to
achieve a better performance. It can be generally categorized into amplify-and-
forward protocol and decode and-forward protocol. Among the various coopera-
tive communication protocols which have been proposed in the past decades, the
slotted cooperation protocol demonstrated superior diversity multiplexing trade-
off (DMT) performance in achieving the multiple-input single-output (MISO)
bound in a half duplex relaying network.
The first objective of this study is to investigate the performance of the slot-
ted cooperation in a half-duplex distributed space-time coding (DSTC) network.
First, we investigate the performance of slotted cooperation in DSTC network and
evaluate the performance in terms of pairwise error probability (PEP) and bit
error rate (BER). We show that the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol increases
the symbol rate by 100% and have the same bit-error rate performance compared
to the traditional DSTC protocol.
We further extend the proposed Slotted-DSTC to Slotted-DSTC with re-
dundant codes (Slotted-DSTC-R) protocol, where the source is transmitting the
same frame of space-time coded signals to two relay clusters over two consecutive
time frames. We show that the Slotted-DSTC-R protocol reduces the decoding
complexity by 20 − 30% while maintaining the same achievable diversity order.
On the other hand, the proposed protocol also reduces the minimum coherence
interval requirement by 50% when compared to the orthogonal-DSTC protocol.
ii
The second objective of this study is to propose a practical slotted cooper-
ation protocol for achieving the MISO bound in a half duplex relaying network.
We first propose a novel relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the sequential-
SAF protocol, where the relays are grouped into two relay clusters based on their
respective locations. With the proposed strategy, the sequential-SAF protocol
achieves partial relay isolation which is more practical compared to the perfect
isolated relay assumption. Simulation results show that the sequential-SAF pro-
tocol with the proposed strategy has the best outage performance compared to
the existing AF protocols in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime.
Inspired by the proposed scheduling strategy, we propose a novel hybrid
slotted cooperative protocol named the sequential slotted amplify-decode-and-
forward (SADF) protocol, where the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol is used
to eliminate the inter-relay-interference. We first compute the optimal DMT
expression of the proposed protocol with the assumption of a perfect decoding at
the DF relays. We then derive the closed-form DMT expression and obtain the
proximity gain bound for achieving the optimal DMT. Using the above-mentioned
proposed strategy, we derived the distance bound for the proposed sequential-
SADF protocol to achieve the optimal DMT performance. We show that the
proposed protocol has the best outage performance compared with other existing
cooperative protocol with the proposed scheduling strategy.
Furthermore, we evaluate the PEP performance of the proposed sequential-
SADF protocol with the proposed strategy and distance bound. We found that
the achievable diversity order of the proposed protocol is not more than two, for
arbitrary number of relays. We propose a precoder for the proposed sequential-
SADF protocol to achieve the maximum achievable diversity order. The proposed
precoder is easy to implement and is able to work with any number of relay
terminals and transmission slots.
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More than a century ago, Guglielmo Marconi sent a message to Lord Kelvin
on his wireless telegraph. This became the world’s first commercial wireless tele-
gram. Since then, wireless communications technologies have seen a remarkably
fast evolution. With the effort of many notable scientists and organizations, ra-
dio forms an essential part of our daily lives today and allows us to benefit from
various types of applications such as audio and video broadcasting, fixed and
mobile communication systems, radar, radio navigation system and so on. This
results in a high demand for wireless communication systems which are able to
provide higher data rates and offer better Quality of Service (QoS). Thus, it is a
timely concern to create new communication architectures that enable the intel-
ligent usage of the scarce radio resources to provide better data rates in wireless
communication environments.
The main challenge of developing wireless communication systems is to over-
come the unpredictable behaviour of the wireless channel, i.e., fading and interfer-
ence. Unlike the Gaussian channel, the wireless channel suffers from time-varying
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multipath fading [9]. It occurs due to scattering, reflection and diffraction in
the propagation media or interference from other users. Effects of fading can
be reduced to a certain level by increasing the power of the transmitted signal.
However, this may not be practical due to the power limitations of the terminals
and the cost of the amplifiers. On the other hand, developing some form of error
correction codes such as the turbo-codes [10, 11] and low density parity check
codes [12, 13] may reduce the error probability of the wireless system. However,
these error correction codes cannot improve the overall capacity of the system for
achieving higher data transmission rate unless the receiver is provided with some
form of “diversity”.
The main principle of “diversity” is to ensure different replicas of the trans-
mitted signal reach the receiver on statistically independent channels. When
these replicas fade independently, it is less probable to have all copies of these
transmitted signals experience deep fades simultaneously. These signals arriv-
ing through multiple paths can be constructively combined at the receiver side,
improving the quality of the resulting signal.
The replica of the transmitted signal can be sent through different means.
Time diversity, also known as temporal diversity, transmits multiple versions of
the same signals at different time intervals. The received signal will fade indepen-
dently if the symbol duration is greater than the channel coherence interval. It
can be incorporated together with error correction coding to improve its efficiency
level. However, the receiver will suffer a large delay if the coherence interval of
the channel is large. Frequency diversity on the other hand, transmits multiple
replicas of signals through different carrier frequencies to achieve the diversity.
These signals fade independently if the carrier frequencies are separated by more
than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. Similar to the time diversity, fre-
quency diversity is ineffective when the coherence bandwidth of the channel is
larger than the spreading bandwidth.
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Unlike time diversity and frequency diversity, spatial diversity, also known
as the antenna diversity, achieves diversity without suffering from bandwidth
deficiency. The signals transmitted from different antennas fade independently if
the antennas are well separated, i.e. separated by a half or one carrier wavelength.
Spatial diversity is achievable with different system configurations: single-input
multiple-output (SIMO), also known as receiver diversity with single transmit
antenna and multiple receive antennas; multiple-input single-output (MISO), also
known as transmit diversity with multiple transmit antennas and single receive
antenna and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with multiple transmit and
receive antennas are the major configurations.
Space-time codes (STC) exploits the concept of transmit diversity by trans-
mitting the encoded signal through multiple transmit antennas at different time
intervals. The first attempt to develop a STC was presented in [14] which was
inspired by the delay diversity scheme in [15]. Later, Foschini introduced a multi-
layered space-time architecture which increases the transmission rate by trading
off the transmit diversity [16]. Tarokh et al. on the other hand, proposed a
joint design of coding, modulation and transmit diversity for flat Rayleigh fading
channels called the space-time trellis codes (STTC) [17]. It combines modulation
and trellis coding to transmit information over the MIMO channels and provides
maximum diversity and coding gains for a given bandwidth. However, the decod-
ing complexity of STTC increases exponentially with the transmission rate. In
addressing the issue of decoding complexity, Alamouti discovered a remarkable
scheme for transmission using two transmit antennas [18]. It uses a very simple
linear maximum likelihood (ML) decoding technique, which is less complex com-
pared to the vector Viterbi required for the STTC. The Alamouti’s scheme has
subsequently been extended from two transmit antennas to an arbitrary number
of transmit antennas by applying the theory of orthogonal design [19–21] and
systematic design [22–27]. The resulting class of STC is popularly known as or-
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thogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC). Since then, there has been a growing
interest in the design of STC, which will be reviewed later in Chapter 2.
Nonetheless, the above-mentioned STC techniques may not be practical to
be deployed in certain wireless devices, such as portable terminals and wireless
sensors due to size, cost, and computational power limitations. Moreover, the
major disadvantage of spatial diversity is that the distance between the antennas
should be far enough so as to allow the transmitted signal to fade independently
and achieve higher diversity. Thus, a new diversity technique is required to
overcome the above limitations.
Recently a new form of diversity scheme known as the cooperative diver-
sity has emerged as an alternative way to achieve spatial diversity with different
terminals. These terminals collaborate to form a virtual-multiple antenna array
system to achieve a better performance. Figure 1.1 shows a general cooperative
(relay) channel, where the signals are transmitted from the source (transmit-
ter) to the destination (receiver) with the assistance of the relay(s). It can be
generally categorized into amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol and decode-and-
forward (DF) protocol and are often compared using the tradeoff measurement
between the reliability (error probability) and the throughput (information rate)
of a MIMO channel known as the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT). The
concept of cooperative diversity has been extensively studied and considered in
the standardization process of the next-generation mobile broadband communi-
cation systems such as 3GPP LTE-Advanced, IEEE 802.16j, and IEEE 802.16m
[28].
The term “cooperative diversity” originally appeared in [29, 30], where the
authors considered a two user multiple-access full-duplex scenario and each user
cooperate through orthogonal sub-channels with spreading codes. Laneman et
al. on the other hand, considered a half-duplex scenario and each user cooperates
through orthogonal sub-channels with time division multiple access framework
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Figure 1.1: A simplified cooperative channel.
[31]. In this work, both AF and DF protocol were proposed and the outage
behaviour and DMT performance were evaluated. Later in [6], Nabar et al.
considered non-orthogonal AF (NAF) protocol where the source (transmitter) was
allowed to transmit during the second sub-channel and achieves full multiplexing
gain. While in [4], Azarian et al. considered the dynamic DF (DDF) protocol
where the relay listen to the signal from the source terminal until they were able
to decode the signal correctly and forward the encoded signal for the rest of the
cooperative period.
Distributed space-time coding (DSTC) combines the concepts of cooperative
diversity and STC to improve the bandwidth efficiency and the diversity. Partic-
ularly, in a traditional cooperative network, relays simply amplify or decode the
received signal before forwarding to the destination. DSTC on the other hand,
allows relay nodes to cooperate with each other to achieve a better performance.
It has been well studied and analysed to demonstrate the potential benefits of
this promising approach.
Laneman and Wornell first introduced the repetition-based DF cooperative
protocol, where the relays repeat the source signal on orthogonal sub-channels [1].
The protocol consists of two orthogonal transmission phases, which is illustrated
in Figure 1.2. With N number of relays, the protocol achieves a diversity order
of N + 1 with the information rate of 1/N bit per channel use (BPCU). The
authors subsequently proposed a STC-based DF protocol and coined the term
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Two phases of repetition-based and space-time coded cooperative
diversity algorithms : (a) Broadcast phase (b) Cooperative Phase, source: [1]
DSTC, where the relays transmit simultaneously on the same sub-channel using
a suitable STC. Such distributed protocol achieves a higher information rate
when compared to the repetition-based DF protocol with Alamouti scheme [32–
34]. Later, Tarasak improved the protocol by proposing a differential modulation
scheme for two-user cooperative diversity systems which bypasses the channel
estimation [35].
Jing and Hassibi on the other hand, extended the DSTCs protocol to a
large scale cooperative network with AF protocol and evaluated the diversity
performance in terms of pairwise-error probability (PEP) [5, 36]. It achieves a full
diversity order with sufficiently large transmit power. However for a large number
of relay nodes, the ML decoding complexity of the DSTC protocol becomes overly
prohibitive at the destination terminal. Recently in [37–39], the single symbol
and multigroup ML decodable DSTCs were introduced to address the decoding
complexity problem.
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Figure 1.3: System Model of the SAF protocol with relay isolation condition,
source: [2]
1.2 Slotted Cooperation
It has been shown that the NAF protocol is the optimal AF protocol for a
half-duplex single antenna cooperative channel [4]. However for multiple number
of relays, Yang and Belfiore pointed out that both NAF and DDF protocols fail
to achieve high diversity gain in the high multiplexing gain, due to the fact that
the relay terminals work in a half duplex mode, where they cannot transmit
and receive at the same period. Such half duplex constraint makes most of the
cooperative protocols fail to achieve the MISO DMT bound since half of the source
signals is not forwarded by the relay terminals [2]. They subsequently proposed a
new AF protocol known as the sequential slotted amplify-and-forward protocol,
where the transmission slots are divided into M slots and relays forward the
received signal for M−1 slots. In such a way, M−1 slots of signal is “protected”
by the relays and is able to achieve higher diversity and multiplexing gains. Under
the assumption of relay isolation, the sequential-SAF achieves the MISO bound
with sufficiently large number of transmission slots. Figure 1.3 shows the system
model of the sequential-SAF protocol which creates a weak inter-relay interference
to approximate the relay-isolation condition.
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It is demonstrated in [2] that the two-relay three-slot sequential-SAF proto-
col has the best performance among all the cooperative communication protocols
for the two relay scenario, without the assumption of relay isolation. The two-
relay M -slot protocol, also known as two-path relaying protocol, is introduced
in [40, 41] and is extended to multiple relays network with relay selection and
limited-feedback [42]. It has been well studied and analysed to demonstrate the
potential benefits of this promising approach. In [43], successive decoding with
partial or full inter-relay interference cancellation at the destination was pro-
posed with the assumption of weak inter-relay interference. While in [44], assume
strong inter-relay interference, the relay can perfectly decode the received signal
using successive interference cancellation. Recently Wicaksana et al. proposed
a two-relay (M + 2)-slot protocol to achieve the DMT upper-bound of the two
relays sequential-SAF with inter-relay interference (IRI) cancellation [45]. The
authors showed that the two-relay (M +2)-slot protocol achieves the 3× 1 MISO
DMT bound with sufficiently large transmission slots. However this protocol
is unable tp be extended to a multiple relays scenario, as the protocol requires
self-transmitted information to perform the IRI cancellation.
Slotted cooperation has shown superior performance in achieving the MISO
DMT bound with sufficiently large number of transmission slots. This motivates
our work in this thesis, where we present several designs and analysis of cooper-
ative protocols with the concept of slotted cooperation.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The main objective of this thesis is to analyse the performance of slotted
cooperative and design novel protocols in half-duplex relay networks.
Throughout the thesis, we focus on developing novel cooperative communication
protocols using slotted cooperation. For the case of exposition and practical
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relevance, we restricted our attention to single-antenna half-duplex cooperative
networks. However, the result presented can be easily extended to the case where
terminals have multiple and/or full duplex antennas.
In Chapter 2, we provide an extensive overview of the background litera-
ture related to the problems being pursued in this research. First, the wireless
channel and the some of the popular system design benchmarks such as the chan-
nel capacity, outage probability, diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT) and the
pairwise error probability (PEP) are reviewed in detail. These design benchmarks
are used to evaluate the performance of the wireless system in the following chap-
ters. Next, some of the popular space-time coding (STC) techniques such as the
orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) are reviewed in depth since they are
used for PEP analysis in the following chapters. On the other hand, cooperative
communication techniques are reviewed to provide a foundation for the work pre-
sented in chapter 4 and 5. The performances of these techniques are reviewed in
terms of DMT.
In Chapter 3, we evaluate the performance of the slotted cooperation pro-
tocol in distributing space-time coding (DSTC) network and observe its perfor-
mance in terms of PEP and bit error rate (BER). The relay nodes between the
source and destination nodes are grouped into two relay clusters based on their
respective locations and these relay clusters forward the space-time coded signal
to the destination node in different time frames. We show that the proposed
Slotted-DSTC protocol achieves a higher symbol rate for a given achiev-
able diversity order.
The proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol achieves a full diversity order of N in
each relay cluster for any time frame with a total of 2N relays. We extend the
Slotted-DSTC protocol to Slotted-DSTC with redundant code (Slotted-DSTC-R)
protocol where the relay terminals in both of the relay clusters forward the same
space-time coded signal to the destination node. The proposed Slotted-DSTC-R
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protocolmaintains the symbol rate and the minimum coherence interval
requirement of the STC to achieve higher diversity order.
The sequential-SAF protocol presented in [2] achieves the MISO DMT bound
with the impractical assumption [2]. In Chapter 4, we propose a novel relay
ordering and scheduling strategy for the sequential-SAF protocol to achieve the
multiple-input single output (MISO) DMT bound without the assump-
tion of fully isolated relays. In the proposed scheduling strategy, the relays
between the source and the destination are grouped into relay clusters based
on their respective locations. Relays that are closer to the source terminal are
grouped into an “odd cluster” and the relays that are closer to destination ter-
minal are grouped into an “even cluster”. The sequential-SAF achieves partial
relay isolation if the relay clusters are sufficiently far apart. We compute the
sequential-SAF protocol with the proposed scheduling strategy and show that it
has the best DMT performance compared to the existing AF protocols.
Inspired by the above scheduling strategy, we propose a novel slotted
hybrid cooperative protocol named sequential slotted amplify-decode-
and-forward (SADF) protocol in Chapter 5 and evaluate its performance
in terms of DMT. We first compute the optimal DMT of the proposed protocol
with the assumption of perfect decoding at the DF relays. We then derive the
DMT closed-form expression of the proposed sequential-SADF and obtain the
proximity gain bound for the proposed sequential-SADF for achieving optimal
DMT. Using the proximity gain bound, we propose a relay scheduling strategy
for the sequential-SADF to achieve the optimal DMT performance.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the proposed sequential-SADF pro-
tocol in terms of PEP. We obtain the PEP upper bound of the protocol and
find out that the achievable diversity order of the protocol is two with arbitrary
number of relay terminals. To achieve the maximum achievable diversity order,
we propose a simple precoder that is easy to implement with any num-
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ber of relay terminals and transmission slots. Simulation results show that
the proposed precoder achieves the maximum achievable diversity order and has
similar BER performance compared to some of the existing precoders.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary of accomplished tasks and
contributions. Recommendations for further research are also discussed.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
• A Slotted cooperationbased DSTC protocol, named the Slotted-DSTC pro-
tocol is developed and the performance is evaluated in terms of PEP [46, 47].
• A Slotted-DSTC protocol with redundant codes, where the relay terminals
in both of the relay clusters forward the same space-time coded signal to
the destination node is introduced [46, 47].
• A novel relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the sequential-SAF pro-
tocol is proposed and the performance in terms of DMT is evaluated [48, 49].
• With the proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy, a novel slotted
hybrid cooperative protocol named sequential-SADF protocol is proposed
and and a closed-form DMT expression is derived[49, 50].
• The proposed sequential-SADF protocol is evaluated in terms of PEP and
a simple precoder to achieve the maximum diversity order is proposed [51].
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In this chapter, we provide background information related to the problems
being pursued in this research. The chapter starts with a brief discussion of the
relevant characteristics of wireless channels, including the additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN), small scale and large scale fading, different statistical model
of fading channels and multi-path fading channel. It then follows by a discus-
sion on the concept of channel capacity and the outage probability. Next, we
discuss the two main design benchmarks which have been widely used in de-
signing the space-time coding (STC) and cooperative communication systems:
diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT) and pairwise error probability (PEP).
On the other hand, an overview of various space-time codes (STC) techniques
that can achieve a full spatial diversity with a multiple transmit antenna system
is provided, where the orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) are reviewed
in detail as we use these codes for pairwise error probability (PEP) analysis in
later chapters. Next we review some of the popular cooperative communication
protocols proposed in the past decade and the performances are evaluated in
terms of diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT). These protocol are reviewed in
detail since it forms the basis of protocol proposals in later chapters.
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2.1 Wireless Channel
In the wireless channel, the receiver will never receive exactly the same sym-
bol that has been transmitted from the transmitter. One of the distinguishing
characteristics of wireless channels is the fact that there are many different paths
between the transmitter and the receiver. The existence of various paths results
in receiving different version of the transmitted signal at the receiver.
2.1.1 Additive White Gaussian Noise
AWGN is the channel model which only impairment is a linear addition
of white noise with a constant spectral density and a Gaussian distribution of
amplitude. It is usually the starting point for developing basic performance re-
sult. AWGN comes from different sources. One of the sources of performance
degradation is thermal noise which generated in the receiver. Another source of
degradation comes from both natural and manmade source of noise and interfer-
ence that enter the receiving antenna, which also known as antenna temperature.
In mobile communication systems, the external noise and interference are often
more significant than the receiver thermal noise.
AWGN produces simple and tractable mathematical models which are useful
for gaining insight into the underlying behavior of a system. The general equation
of the received signal can be expressed as
y = x+ n (2.1)
where y is the received symbol at the receiver side, x is the information trans-
mitted from the transmitter side and n is the AWGN noise component. The
statistical model for the AWGN channel having zero mean is given by the prob-
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where σ2 denotes the variance of the AWGN component.
2.1.2 Fading Channel
Since an AWGN model does not describe the wireless channel completely, it
is important to find other models that represent the channels. A fading channel
is a communication channel that experience fading. The general equation of the
received signal with the existence of the fading channel can be modelled as
y = hx+ n (2.3)
where y is the received symbol at the receiver side, x is the information transmit-
ted from the transmitter side, h denotes the fading channel between the trans-
mitter and the receiver and n is the AWGN noise component.
Figure 2.1 represents an overview of fading-channel manifestations [3]. It
starts with two types of fading effects that characterize mobile communication:
large-scale fading and small-scale fading.
Large-scale Fading
Large-scale fading represents the average attenuation or the path lost due to
motion over large area. It is caused by many factors including propagation losses,
antenna losses and filter losses. The logarithm factor, or the path gain exponent,
depends on the propagation medium and the environment of the wireless channel.
The general formula for average power received Pr is
Pr = βd
−αPt (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Fading channel manifestations, source: B. Skalar, Digital Communi-
cations: Fundamental and Applications [3]
where Pt is the average transmitted power, α is the path-loss exponent and β is
the parameter that depends on the frequency and other factor. For a free space
environment, the path-loss exponent α = 2 and it is usually greater than 2 for
other propagation environments.
Small-scale Fading
In wireless communications, a single transmitted signal encounters random
interference during the propagation. The random interference, for example, re-
flection, scattering, diffraction and so on result multiple copies of the transmitted
signal arriving the receiver and this scenario known as multi-path fading. Multi-
path fading not only caused by the interference that above-mentioned, but also
by the speed of the mobile terminal. Furthermore, due to the presence of the mo-
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tion at the transmitter, receiver, or surrounding objects, the multi-path channel
changes over time.
From Figure 2.1, we see that small-scale fading can be separated into two
different sections which are time spreading of the signal and time variance of the
channel. Each of the sections is further divided into time-domain and frequency-
domain. The time spreading fading channel is categorised into two types: flat
fading and frequency selective fading while the time variance fading channel is
categorized into fast fading and slow fading.
Flat Fading v.s. Frequency Selective Fading
Flat fading, also known as non-frequency selective fading, arises when the
channel has a constant gain and a linear phase response over a bandwidth which is
greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Here, there is no channel-
induced inter-symbol interference(ISI) distortion, since the signal time spreading
does not result in significant overlap among neighbouring received symbol. It
is meaningless to say that the channel is flat without having some information
about the transmitted signal. For example, a channel might be flat for a low
transmission rate while the same channel is not flat for a higher transmission
rate.
Frequency selective fading occurs when the channel possesses a constant
gain and a linear phase over a bandwidth that is smaller than the signal band-
width. Frequency selective fading causes ISI and distorts the received signal. The
bandwidth of the signal is larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel.
Equivalently, in the time domain, the width of the channel impulse response is
larger than the symbol period.
Figure 2.2 shows the difference between the flat fading and the frequency
selective fading in the frequency domain.
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(b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Flat fading (b) Frequency selective fading
Fast Fading v.s. Slow Fading
Fast fading and slow fading related to the channel’s rate of change of the
signal’s magnitude and phase. Fast fading occurs when the transmitted symbol
have the duration that is faster than the channel coherence time. It is a situation
where the duration of the channel is short compared to the symbol’s duration.
The symbol is distorted due to the several changes of the channel coefficient while
a symbol is propagating. Hence fast fading can cause the baseband pulse to be
distorted, resulting in a loss of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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Slow fading occurs when the transmitted symbol has the duration that is
slower than the channel coherence time. The change of the amplitude and the
phase of the transmitted signal is roughly constant over the duration. The major
degradation of slow fading is loss in SNR.
2.1.3 Statistical Model of Fading Channel
In fading channel, the received signal is distorted by the multiple reflective
components with a significant line-of sight (LOS) component. The amplitude of
the signal can be illustrated using PDF.
Rician Distribution
Rician fading is caused by partial cancellation of a radio signal by itself
when the signal propagates through a small-scale area. Rician fading occurs
when the LOS component is stronger than the multiple reflection components.
The amplitude of the signal can be characterized by Rician distribution or Rice
distribution. The Rician distribution, name after Stephen O. Rice, is a continuous
probability distribution. The formula of Rician PDF is give by











, x ≥ 0, v ≥ 0 (2.5)
where h is the envelope amplitude of the fading channel, v denotes the peak
amplitude of the dominant signal (LOS), σ2 is the variance of the fading channel
and I0(·) is Bassel function of first kind with zero order.
Rayleigh Distribution
The main different between Rayleigh fading and Rician fading is that when
the amplitude of the dominant signal approaches zero, which in another word
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says that there is no LOS between receiver and transmitter, the Rician PDF
will approaches a Rayleigh PDF. From equation (2.5), if the amplitude of the







, h ≥ 0 (2.6)
Thus, we can say that Rayleigh fading is the worst case scenario of the Rician
fading channel since there is no LOS component in the Rayleigh fading channel.
2.1.4 Multi-path Fading
In wireless telecommunications, multi-path is the propagation phenomenon
that results in radio signals reaching the receiving antenna by two or more paths.
Causes of multi-path include atmospheric ducting, ionospheric reflection and re-
fraction, and reflection from objects such as mountains and buildings.
At the receiver, due to the presence of the multiple paths, more than one
signal is received with different delays. In fact, since the signals travel at the
speed of light, and since every path has a geometrical length different from that
of the other ones, there are different air traveling times. Thus, the multi-path






where N is the number of the received impulses, τn is the time delay of the generic
n-th impulse and ρne
jφn denotes the channel coefficient.
In linear time invariant (LTI) system, the transfer function of the multi-path









Equation (2.8) shows that the frequency response of the multi-path fading
will always be frequency-selective.
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2.2 System Design Benchmark
A good wireless communication system follows some design criterion that
adds some notation of optimality to the system performance. In this section, we
discuss some of the important aspect that affect the performance of the wireless
communication system.
2.2.1 Outage Probability
One important way of characterizing the achievable performance of a wireless
system is through the use of information theory concepts, most notably through
the use of concepts such as mutual information and the characterization of per-
formance limits through channel capacity [52–54].







= − log (Pr[X = x]) , (2.9)
where Pr[X = x] is the probability of the outcome X = x and log(·) denotes
logarithm base 2. Since the communication process is inherently a process relating
more than one random variable, it is also important to define a magnitude relating
the information shared by two random variables. Such magnitude, the mutual







Pr[X = x, Y = y] log
(
Pr[X = x, Y = y]
Pr[X = x] Pr[Y = y]
)}
(2.10)
where Pr[X = x, Y = y] is the jointly probability mass function and Pr[X = x]
and Pr[Y = y] are the marginal probability mass functions.
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Pr[X = x, Y = y] log (Pr[X = x|Y = y]) (2.11)
with Pr[X = x|Y = y] being conditional probability mass function of X given
Y = y. The mutual information can also be written as





Pr[X = x] log (Pr[X = x]) , (2.13)





Pr[X = x, Y = y] log (Pr[X = x|Y = y]) , (2.14)
H(X) denotes the entropy of the random variable X and H(X|Y ) is the con-
ditional entropy of X. In equation (2.9), the entropy of the random variable
can be read as the mean value of the information provided by all the outcomes.
Likewise, the conditional entropy can be regarded as the mean value of the in-
formation provided by all the outcomes of a random variable X given that the
outcome of a second random variable Y is known.
Due to the fact that the calculation of capacity in a wireless system always
involves different numbers of assumptions and simplification, the measurement of
the capacity does not come in a best suit solution. In particular, capacity varies
with the changes of the channel over the duration of a coding interval. Claude
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Shannon introduced a simple way to measure the capacity of communication
system by assuming that the random variations of the channel are stationary and
ergodic [52]. The capacity of an AWGN channel with fast flat fading, when the














1 + SNR|h|2)] , (2.15)
where P is the power of the transmitted signal, σ2 is the variance of the AWGN
noise component, SNR , P
σ2
and |h|2 is the envelope power of the flat fading
channel .
If the system has a certain transmission rate, Rb, an outage event is defined
as the set of channel realizations with associated capacity less than Rb. We can
obtain the outage condition for a realization of the fading by modifying equation





1 + SNR|h|2) < Rb] . (2.16)
For a stationary channel, the failure probability is Pout if we transmit a large
number of frames with a rate of Rb. Outage probability has been widely used in
benchmarking the error performance of the wireless system over a static fading
channel.
2.2.2 Diversity Multiplexing Trade-off
In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, the multiple paths cre-
ated between any pair of transmit-receive antennas can be used to obtain diversity
gain. On the other hand, these paths can also be used to achieve an increase in
the transmit bit rate given by a multiplexing gain, by transmitting independent
messages from each transmit antenna. As an example, denote SNR = P
σ2
, it is
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well known [57, 58] that the error probability of the uncoded BPSK signal over










It can be seen that the error probability decreases with SNR at a faster rate
by having an extra receiving antenna. This is because the data symbol passes
through two different fading channels and higher diversity order is achieved. To
understand the influence of the diversity gain to the wireless system, Zheng and
Tse introduced the performance measurement between the error probability and
the information rate of a MIMO network for quasi-static Rayleigh fading chan-
nels in high SNR regime, named DMT. It is specified through the choice of an
achievable combination of diversity gain and multiplexing gain.
Definition 1 A family of a codes {C(SNR)} is said to achieve the multiplexing












For each r, define d∗(r) to be the supremum of the diversity advantage achieved
by any scheme. Let us define
d∗max , d
∗(0)
r∗max , sup{r : d∗(r) > 0}
which are respectively the maximal diversity gain and the maximal spatial multi-
plexing gain in the channel.
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R(SNR) is the information rate measured by bits per channel use (BPCU)
and is increased with SNR, R(SNR) = r log(SNR) (bps/Hz) . Pe(SNR) denotes
the average error probability using the maximum-likelihood (ML) detector which
can be derived based on the outage probability, Pe ≈ Pout, in high SNR regime
with an arbitrary long code length.
Let us consider a single-input single-output (SISO) system, where the re-
ceived signal at the receiver can be expressed as
y = hx+ n, (2.19)
where h is the channel gain and is modelled as quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel
with zero mean, unit variance. It is easy to show that:
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Note that |h|2 is exponentially distributed, with the PDF of p|h|2(t) = e−t; hence






and the DMT of the SISO system can be written as
d(r) = 1− r. (2.22)
The special symbol =˙ is used to denote asymptotic equality in the high SNR









and ≤˙, ≥˙ are similarly defined.
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Throughout the thesis, we apply the following definition proposed in [4] for
computing the DMT curve of all the proposed protocols:
Definition 2 Let h be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit











−∞ = 0 for v < 0
SNR
−v for v ≥ 0
(2.23)
Thus, for independent random variable {vj}Nj=1 distributed identically to v, the
probability PO that (v1, v2, · · · , vN) belongs to set O can be characterized by
PO =˙ SNR





provided that O+ is not empty.
2.2.3 Pairwise Error Probability
The DMT reviewed in section 2.2.2 is the fundamental trade-off measurement
between the maximum diversity order, d, and the maximum throughput, r, of
the MIMO system in a high SNR regime. In [17], Tarokh et al. proposed a union
bound calculation of the error probability called the pairwise error probability
(PEP) to compute the achievable diversity order of the multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) system for a given SNR. The author subsequently derived two
fundamental design criterion: rank criterion and product criterion.
Consider a MIMO system have N transmit and M receive antennas shown
in Figure 2.3. Let us assume that a space-time codeword is transmitted through
the channel over the N transmit antennas and T time slots. Each codeword can
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Figure 2.3: N transmit, M receive MIMO system
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 (2.24)
where cit denotes the symbol transmitted by transmit antennas i, for i = 1, · · · , N
at a discrete time t, for t = 1, · · · , T . The codewords are assumed to satisfy the
















The received signal Y, can be expressed as
Y = CH+ Z, (2.26)
where Y is a size T ×M matrix, H denotes the channel coefficient matrix of size
N ×M and C is the space-time codeword, which defined in (2.24). Z is the noise
component matrix of size T ×M and has the variance of σ2 , 1/γ. We consider
the distribution of the received signals for a know codeword C and channel matrix
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H, that is f(Y|C,H). Note that the linear combination of independent Gaussian
random variables is a Gaussian random variable. Since we assume a Gaussian
noise Z with independent components, for a fixed C and H, the received vector





















(Y −CH)† (Y −CH)
]}
(2.27)






























Maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding decides in favor of a codeword that max-










































































is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance (2/γ)‖(C − C˜)H‖2F.
Therefore, one can calculate the pairwise error probability using the Gaussian






























































where R = rank(C− C˜), and λi are the non-zero eigenvalues of (C− C˜)(C− C˜)†
for i = 1, 2, · · · , R. The upper bound of the equation (2.33) can be found by
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From equation (2.33) to (2.35), it can be seen that the term (γ)−MR is a
dominant term when the SNR is high in the upper bound equation. Thus for a
given SNR, the rank R should be maximized in order to minimize the PEP error
rate. Tarokh et al. developed two design criteria for space-time codeword based
on the upper bound equations [17, 59] :
• Rank criterion: The minimum rank (achievable diversity order) of the
code difference matrix C− C˜ should be as large as possible. A space-time
codeword is achieving full diversity if the matrix C− C˜ is always full rank.
Thus rank criteria is also known as diversity criterion.
• Product criterion: The minimum value of the product of the non-zero
eigenvalues of (C− C˜)(C− C˜)†, ∏Ri=1 λi, should be as large as possible for
lower error probability. The quantity is referred to as the coding advantages
achieved by the space-time codeword.
• Trace criterion: Similar to product criterion, trace criterion is the min-
imum Euclidean distance over two distinct codewords C and C˜ should be
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as large as possible to minimise the PEP for large numbers of transmit and
receive antennas at low SNR.
2.3 Spatial Diversity
Spatial diversity, also known as antenna diversity, is one of the several wire-
less diversity technique that uses multiple antennas to improve the quality and
reliability of a wireless link. Usually it is hard to achieve LOS between transmit-
ter and receiver in urban and indoor environments and the signal has to reflect
along multi-paths before finally being received at the receiver. Spatial diversity
is a powerful solution in solving these multi-path problems as multiple antennas
offer the receiver several observations of the same signal. Each signal path expe-
riences different interference thus the receiver is likely to have a sufficient signal
even when some of the antennas experience deep fades.
2.3.1 Classical Receive Combining Scheme
One of the classical approach to realise the spatial diversity is to use multiple
antennas at the receiver. Each of the receive antennas receives the transmitted
signal through different channels and perform combining or selection and switch-
ing to improve the quality of the received signal. Figure 2.4 shows the block
diagram of the classical two branch maximum ratio receive combining (MRRC).
At a given time, a signal x1 is sent from the transmitter. The channels
between the transmit antenna and the receive antennas are denoted by h1 and
h2. The received signal at the receiver can be express as
yr,1 = h1x1 + n1
yr,2 = h2x1 + n2 (2.37)
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram for a two branch MRRC
where yr,i and ni are the received signal and the additive noise component at the
i-th receive antenna respectively.
Assuming that n1 and n2 are Gaussian distributed, the ML decision rule at
the receiver chooses signal si if and only if
d2 (yr,1, h1xi) + d
2 (yr,2, h2xi) ≤ d2 (yr,1, h1xk) + d2 (yr,2, h2xk) , ∀i 6= k
(2.38)
where d2(x, y) is the squared Euclidean distance between signals x and y.






= h∗1 (h1x1 + n1) + h
∗
2 (h2x1 + n2)
=
(|h1|2 + |h2|2) x1 + h∗1n1 + h∗2n2 (2.39)
Expanding (2.38) and using (2.39), we get(|h1|2 + |h2|2) |xi|2 − x˜1x∗i − x˜∗1xi ≤ (|h1|2 + |h2|2) |xi|2 − x˜1x∗k − x˜∗1xk, (2.40)
The ML decision will choose xi if
d2 (x˜1, xi) ≤ d2 (x˜1, xk) , (2.41)
The MRC may then construct the signal x1 so that the ML detector may produce
x˜1, which is a ML estimate of x1.
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It is shown that the two branch MRRC achieves a diversity order of two,
with one transmit antenna and two receive antennas which is an ideal solution to
improve the diversity gain for some of the wireless communication systems such
as up-link of a mobile system. However, for the case if mobile down-link, it is not
suitable to deploy multiple antennas on a mobile unit, due to the size, cost and
power limitation. It is therefore more economical to add equipment to the base
stations rather than the mobile units. For this reason, STC techniques is used to
overcome these limitation.
2.3.2 Space-Time Coding
STCs improve the quality and reliability of a wireless link by exploiting the
independently faded replicas of the transmitted signal over different transmit
antennas. It realizes the spatial diversity by transmitting the encoding data
through multiple transmit antennas (space) at different time slots (time) and
has attracted considerable attention recently to improve the capacity of wireless
networks.
Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
Among the STC techniques which have been proposed in the past two
decades [8, 17, 18, 60–62], Alamouti invented the simplest scheme of STBC [18]






The columns of the above matrix represent antennas (space) while the rows rep-
resent time. At a given symbol period, x1 and x2 are transmitted simultaneously
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Figure 2.5: Transmit block diagram for Alamouti scheme
from two transmit antennas. During the next symbol period, −x∗2 is transmit-
ted from antenna 1 and x∗1 is transmitted from transmit antenna 2. Throughout
the thesis, the transmitted complex symbols for a the space-time block code are
drawn from the q-QAM or q-HEX symbols [63] which are normalized according
to the power at the transmitter. Figure 2.5 shows the transmitter block diagram
for Alamouti scheme, where h1(t) and h2(t) denote the channel links between
the two transmit antennas and the receive antenna and are modeled as complex
multiplicative distortions.
The Alamouti scheme in (2.42) has an interesting property that for arbitrary
complex symbols, the column of C2 are orthogonal to each other, where
C†2C2 =
(|x1|2 + |x2|2) I2. (2.43)
Due to the orthogonality property, the Alamouti scheme can be guaranteed
to achieve a diversity order of two. Let us consider a different pair of symbols





the difference matrix can be written as
∆C2 , C2 − C˜2 =
 x1 − x˜1 x2 − x˜2
−x∗2 + x˜∗2 x˜∗1 − x˜∗1
 . (2.45)
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Since the determinant of the difference matrix
det [∆C2] = |x1 − x˜1|2 + |x2 − x˜2|2, (2.46)
we found that the determinant is not zero if (x1, x2) 6= (x˜1, x˜2), which implies that
the Alamouti scheme satisfies the determinant criterion. It provides a diversity
order of 2M for M receive antennas and therefore it is a full diversity code.
On the other hand, the Alamouti scheme can be easily decoded using the
simple fast ML detection. Assuming that the channel coefficients between the
antennas remain static for two consecutive symbol periods, which can be written
as
h1(t) = h1(t+ Ts) = h1
h2(t) = h2(t+ Ts) = h2 (2.47)
where Ts denotes the symbol periods, the received signal can be written as
y1 = y(t) = h1x1 + h2x2 + n1
y2 = y(t+ Ts) = −h1x∗2 + h2x∗1 + n2 (2.48)
where y1 and y2 denote the received signal at time slot t and t+ Ts respectively.
n1 and n2 are the AWGN components. Note that the received signal in (2.48)























Assuming that the receiver has perfect CSI, the ML detection of x1 and x2 at the
receiver can be expressed as
arg min
x1,x2
‖y −Hx‖2F , (2.50)




|y1 − h1x1 − h2x∗2|2 + |y∗2 − h∗2x1 + h∗1x∗2|2
)
, (2.51)
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over all possible x1 and x2. Note that the ML detection requires a full search
over all possible pairs (x1, x2) and in general its decoding complexity grows ex-
ponentially by the number of transmit antennas or the size of the modulation,
q. In fact, due to the orthogonality property, the cost function in (2.51) can be
decomposed into two parts, and minimized to
argmin
x1
|x1 − y1h∗1 − y2∗h2|2
argmin
x2
|x2 − y1h∗2 + y2∗h1|2.
for decoding x1 and x2 respectively. Since both of the symbols can be decoded
saparately, the decoding complexity increases linearly, instead of exponentially,
by the number of transmit antennas.
The Alamouti scheme was proposed only for MISO systems with two trans-
mit antennas. To extend the Alamouti scheme to arbitrary number of transmit
antennas, Tarokh et al. discovered a set of OSTBCs that are particularly straight-
forward, and coined the code’s name [19]. The first OSTBC was proposed by
Alamouti for a two transmit antenna system, with the rate of Rs = 1. For the








 , C4 =

x1 x2 x3 0
−x∗2 x∗1 0 x3
−x∗3 0 x∗1 −x2
0 −x∗3 x∗2 x1
 . (2.52)
To design the OSTBC for more than four transmit antennas, a recursive
expression for orthogonal design can be given as follows [20, 21, 64, 65]. Lets
C1 = x1, (2.53)
the codeword for n transmit antennas, n = 2k, for k = 1, 2, · · · can be expressed










Note that the symbol rate of the square OSTBC decreases significantly when
k increases. The authors in [22–27] proposed a OSTBC with systematic design
which is able to achieve the maximum symbol rate of the OSTBC [66–68], Rs =
m+1
2m
, if the number of transmit antennas is n = 2m or n = 2m+ 1. For example,
for n = 4 transmit antennas, a non-square size OSTBC is given by
C4 =

x1 x2 x3 0
−x∗2 x∗1 0 x∗4
−x∗3 0 x∗1 x∗5
0 −x∗3 x∗2 x∗6
0 −x4 −x5 x1
x4 0 −x6 x2
x5 x6 0 x3
−x∗6 x∗5 −x∗4 0

. (2.55)
Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
OSTBCs have the advantages of achieving full diversity and fast linear de-
coding algorithm. However the full-rate OSTBC with complex elements in its
transmission matrix are impossible for more than two transmit antennas and it
is difficult to construct OSTBC with the rates higher than 1/2. To improve the
transmission rates for more than four transmit antennas, one can be done is to
give up the requirement of orthogonality of the codeword [69–74].
For four transmit antennas, a QOSTBC with symbol transmission rate R = 1
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x1 x2 x3 x4
−x∗2 x∗1 −x∗4 x∗3
−x∗3 −x∗4 x∗1 x∗2










Note that the above-mentioned codeword is not orthogonal due to:
C†4C4 =

a 0 0 b
0 a −b b
0 −b a 0
b 0 0 a
 , (2.58)
where
a = |x1|2 + |x2|2 + |x3|2 + |x4|2, b = x1x∗4 + x4x∗1 − x2x∗3 − x3x∗2. (2.59)
It can be seen that the ML decision metric of this codeword can be written as
the sum of two terms f1(x1, x4) and f2(x2, x3) , where f1 depends only on x1 and
x4 and f2 depends only on x2 and x3. Thus the symbol can be decoded separately
in symbol pairs using fast ML decoding. However, it can be seen in (2.58) that
the rank criterion of the QOSTBC is two , which means that QOSTBC does not
have the full diversity.
The performance of the QOSTBC in (2.56) is better than the performance of
general OSTBC at low SNR regime due to the higher rate, but worse at high SNR
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regime since it does not guarantee full diversity. In fact, the symbols are chosen
from the same signal constellation arbitrarily and the resulting QOSTBC cannot
guarantee the full diversity. A method of optimum signal rotation is proposed in
[75–77] for the QOSTBC to achieve full diversity.
Diagonal Algebraic Space-Time Block Codes
Every element of the OSTBCs in [18, 19] is a linear combination of the
q-QAM or q-HEX symbols. The number of symbols is selected such that an
OSTBCs is feasible. However this limitation is not necessary if the orthogonality
condition of the STC is relaxed. DAST block codes belong to a family of STC
constructed using the rotated constellations [7, 78]. The word algebraic comes
from the fact that rotation matrices used in DAST block codes are constructed
using algebraic number field theory [79]. For M transmit antennas, the DAST
block code achieves full rate full diversity order with the codeword:
CM = HM diag(s), (2.60)
where s = [s1, · · · , sM ]T = GMx and x = [x1, · · · , xM ]T is the vector of complex
information symbols drawn from q-QAM symbol set. HM denotes the M ×M
Hadamard matrix and GM is the M -dimensional rotation matrix given in [7,
TABLE I]. For M = 4, the corresponding DAST block codes is given by
C4 =

s1 s2 s3 s4
s1 −s2 s3 −s4
s1 s2 −s3 −s4
s1 −s2 −s3 s4
 (2.61)
where s = [s1, s2, s3, s4]
T = G4x and G4 is the four-dimensional rotation given in
Table 2.1 [7, TABLE I].
The DAST block codes, which are specially made for the QAM modulation
symbols provide a better performance compared to the OSTBC when the number
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Table 2.1: First row of the optimal real rotation matrices in dimension 2 and 4
[7]
Dimension Column 1 2 3 4 dmin
2 1-2 0.5257 0.8507 1√
5
4 1-4 0.2012 0.3255 -0.4857 -0.7859 1
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of transmit antennas is more than two. However, the downside of the DAST
block codes is that the resulting STBC may not be an orthogonal design and the
separate ML detection may not be possible. It requires sphere decoding [80] to
reduce the decoding complexity.
Threaded Algebraic Space-Time Block Codes
The above-mentioned STC techniques achieve a symbol rate of one symbol
per symbol interval, which is optimal for any MISO channel. However, they are
not optimal for aM×N MIMO channel, since the channel capacity of the MIMO
channel is [16, 58]:
C(SNR) = min{M,N} log SNR+O(1) BPCU. (2.62)
Note that for high SNR regime, the channel capacity increases with SNR. This
means that the maximum achievable spatial multiplexing gain of aM×N MIMO
channel is min{M,N} BPCU.
TAST block codes are a family of STC that are fully diverse and achieve
arbitrary rate for arbitrary number of transmit and receive antennas system. It
threads the rate-one DSTC block codes to achieve maximal rate. For an M -
input N -output MIMO system, the i-th thread of the TAST block codes can be
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Table 2.2: Thread structure of a TAST block codes with N =M = 4 [8]
Time slot Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3 Antenna 4
1 Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3 Thread 4
2 Thread 4 Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
3 Thread 3 Thread 4 Thread 1 Thread 2
4 Thread 2 Thread 3 Thread 4 Thread 1
where GiM is an M -dimensional rotation matrix of the DAST block codes for the
i-th thread. xi = [xi,1, · · · , xi,M ]T is the vector of complex information symbols
for the i-th thread. Note that for a MISO channel, N = 1, the TAST block codes
is reduced to DAST block codes with rate-one symbol rate. TABLE 2.2 shows
the specific positioning of different threads for a M = N = 4 MIMO channel.
Perfect Space-Time Block Codes
Perfect space-time block codes are a family of STCs that were proposed for
two, three, four, and six antennas in [62] and later generalized for any number
of antennas in [82]. The term “perfect” is used due to the fact that these codes
have full diversity, a non-vanishing determinant for increasing spectral efficiency,
uniform average transmitted energy per antenna and achieve rate M symbols per
symbol interval for M transmit antennas.







where xi+1 denotes the vector of complex information symbols for the i-th thread
similar to the TAST block codes. GM denotes theM×M generator matrix given
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in [62]. EM is a M ×M square matrix with the element
EM =

0 1 0 . . . 0





0 0 0 . . . 1
γ 0 0 . . . 0

(2.65)
where γ a root of unity yields a better coding gain and is given in [62, 82]. Unlike
the TAST block codes, perfect space-time block codes is designed to provide
the minimum determinant that does not depend on the constellation size. Hex
modulation is used for the case of three and six transmit antennas to improve the
minimum determinant and offer a better performance compared to most of the
STC techniques.
2.4 Cooperative Diversity
The above-mentioned STC techniques improve the diversity gain and provide
superior performance over a quasi-static fading channel. However these tech-
niques are not practical to deploy in certain wireless devices, such as portable
terminals and wireless sensors, due to size, cost, and computational power limita-
tions. Cooperative diversity on the other hand, exploits the concept of grouping
different terminals in the wireless network to form a virtual multiple antenna
system and exploit spatial diversity.
The simplest cooperative network is introduced by van der Meulen [83] with
three terminal channel which can be seen in Figure 2.6. The channel consists of
one source (transmitter, terminal 1), one destination (receiver, terminal 3), and
one relay (terminal 2) that tries to help the communication between the source
and the destination. Substantial capacity results on the relay channel have been
established by Cover and El Gamal [84].
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Figure 2.6: Three terminal channel model
Cooperative communication protocol can be generally categorized into am-
plify and-forward (AF) protocol and decode-and-forward (DF) protocol. For the
AF protocol, relay terminals can only process the observed signal linearly before
re-transmitting it to the destination terminal. In DF protocol, the relay terminals
are allowed to decode and re-encode the message using (a possibly different) code-
book, before forwarding it to the destination terminal. These protocols are often
compared using the DMT which is a the fundamental trade-off between through-
put and reliability in a slow fading channel at high SNR. In [31], Laneman et
al. applied the DMT to analyze the cooperative communication protocols for the




Laneman et al. proposed the first AF protocol in [31] for a half duplex
single antenna system. It is then named as orthogonal AF protocol since the
source terminal and the relay terminal transmit the signal in two orthogonal sub-
channel. As a result of orthogonality, the transmitted signal from the source
terminal at the end of the sub-channel is not interfered by the transmitted signal
from the relay terminal.
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where y = [y1, y2]
T is the received signal vector. H denotes the channel matrix





B and n denote the forward noise from the relay terminal and the AWGN noise
at the destination terminal. β denotes the amplification factor that is inversely




SNR |hs,r|2 + 1 . (2.68)
Since the channel is memoryless, the average mutual information satisfies
I(x;y) ≤ log det [I2 + (SNRHH†) (BΣnB†)] (2.69)
with E[x] ≤ 1 and E[n] = Σn. To compute the DMT of the OAF protocol, we
can ignore the noise term and the mutual information can be rewritten as
I(x;y) ≤˙ log det [I2 + SNRHH†]




x+ y + 1
. (2.71)
Using the mutual information, it is easy to compute the DMT of the OAF
which can be expressed as
d(r) = (N + 1)(1− 2r) (2.72)
where the detail of the DMT computation can be found in [31] and N is the
number of relay. Note that the OAF protocol does not achieve full multiplexing
gain , d = 0 for r > 0.5 since it transmits one symbol over two symbol periods.
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Non-orthogonal Amplify-and-Forward Protocol
The OAF protocol is performed in two dedicated orthogonal channels to obey
the half-duplex constraint. In order to recover the bandwidth loss that results
from the transmission orthogonality, Nabar et al. proposed the non-orthogonal
amplify-and-forward (NAF) protocol which allows the source terminal to trans-
mit the second symbol during the relay transmission and offers higher data rate
transmissions compared to the OAF protocol [6]. With the aid of the OSTBC,
the author proved that the NAF protocol is able to achieve a diversity order of
two and has better mutual information compare to the OAF protocol. Azarian
et al. on the other hand, extended the NAF protocol from single relay scenario
to N relay scenario and compute the optimal DMT of the N -relay NAF protocol
with a random Gaussian code-book [4], which can be written as
d∗(r) = (1− r) +N (1− 2r)+ , (2.73)
where d∗(r) denotes the optimal DMT for a given multiplexing gain, r. It achieves
maximum diversity gain at multiplexing gain of r = 0 and has the best DMT
performance for single half duplex relay scenario for AF protocol. Figure 2.7
shows the transmission sequence of the NAF protocol with N relay terminals,
where solid boxes denote transmitted symbols and dashed boxed denote received
symbols.
From the DMT expression, one can see that for multiplexing gains of r > 0.5,
the diversity gain achieved by the NAF relay protocol is identical to that of the
non-cooperative protocol. This is due to the fact that the relay terminal can
not support the cooperative channel if the multiplexing gains greater than 0.5.
Hence, for multiplexing gains larger than 0.5, there is only direct transmission
from the source to the destination, and the trade-off curve is the same compared
to the DMT expression of the non-cooperative scenario.
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Figure 2.7: Transmission sequence of the NAF protocol withN relay terminals [4].
Solid box denotes the transmitted symbols and dashed box denotes the received
symbols.
Slotted Amplify-and-Forward Protocol
The NAF protocol achieves the optimal DMT for the single relay scenario.
However it fails to achieve high diversity gain (d(r) > 1) in the high multiplexing
gain regime (r > 0.5) for the multiple relay scenario, due to the fact that only
half of the source signal is forwarded by the relays. Sheng et al. proposed
the sequential-SAF protocol, where most of the source signal is “protected” by
the relays and demonstrates a superior DMT performance in particular at large
multiplexing gain, 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 1 compared to the NAF protocol [2]. The DMT
upper bound of the sequential-SAF protocol can be expressed as






The sequential-SAF protocol achieves the MISO bound, with large number
of transmission slots. However the perfect relay isolation model assumption made
in [2] for achieving the DMT upper bound of the sequential-SAF is impractical.
On the other hand, the authors in [45] showed that the DMT upper bound of
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the sequential-SAF is achievable without the assumption of isolated relays, since
the main and first sub-diagonal elements in the channel matrix remain the same
as the case with the isolated relays. However the decoding complexity at the
destination is too prohibitive and thus it is impractical.
The authors in [45] on the other hand, proposed a two-path relaying protocol,
where the first relay performs IRI cancellation on every received signal before









The relay terminal is able to perform IRI cancellation since it has the perfect
knowledge of the self-transmitted signal, under the assumption that the relay
terminal has the knowledge of the inter-relay channel gain as well as the scaling
factor of the second relay terminal. It achieves the DMT upper bound of the 2-
relays, (M +2)-slots sequential-SAF without isolated relay assumption. However
the two-path relaying protocol cannot be extended to the multiple relay case, since
the IRI cancellation process requires the perfect knowledge of the self-transmitted
signals, which is impossible to realise in multiple relay networks. On the other
hand, the two-path relaying protocol requires accurate channel estimation to
perform IRI cancellation which is too prohibitive at the relay.
2.4.2 Decode-and-Forward Protocol
Selection Decode-and-Forward Protocol
The first DF protocol is introduced in [31] for the single relay scenario, where
the protocol sends one symbol over two orthogonal sub-channel. At the first or-
thogonal sub-channel, the source sends the symbol to the relay and destination
terminal. During the second orthogonal sub-channel, the relay terminal decode
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the signal only if it is not outage and transmits the encoded signal to the desti-
nation terminal. DMT expression of the orthogonal SDF protocol with one relay
terminal can be expressed as
d(r) = (1− 2r)+ (2.76)
Note that from the DMT expression, the orthogonal SDF does not provide full
diversity gain since d(0) < 2. Nabar et al. on the other hand, proposed the
non-orthogonal SDF protocol and the DMT upper bound for N relay scenario is
computed by Prasad and Varanasi [6, 85]:
d(r) =




≤ r ≤ 1.
(2.77)
Similar to the orthogonal SDF protocol, the non-orthogonal SDF protocol
does not provide full diversity gain. To achieve full diversity gain, Azarian et
al. consider a new form of DF protocol which will be discussed in the next
sub-section.
Dynamic Decode-and-Forward Protocol
In [4], Azarian et al. consider a new form of DF protocol where the relay
listens to the signal from the source terminal until they are able to decode the
signal correctly and forward the encoded signal during the rest of the cooperative
period. In the DDF protocol, consider a codeword consists of l consecutive symbol
intervals and are to be transmitted from the source terminal to the destination
terminal with the the assistance of N relay terminals. The source transmits
data at a rate of Rs BPCU during every symbol interval in the codeword. The
relay terminal on the other hand, listen to the source until the mutual information
between its received signal and the source signal exceeds lRs. It then decodes and
re-encodes the message with an independent Gaussian code-book and transmits
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it during the rest of the codeword. The DMT of the DDF protocol with N relays
can be expressed as
d(r) =















≤ r ≤ 1.
(2.78)
The DDF protocol achieves the MISO bound for multiplexing gain 0 ≤ r ≤
1
N+1
. However, similar to the NAF protocol, the DDF protocol fails to achieve
high diversity gain for multiplexing gain of r > 0.5.
2.5 Chapter Summary
In conclusion, this chapter provided a brief overview on the background in-
formation related to this research. We first review the fundamental characteristic
such as the additive white Gaussian noise, fading channel and the multi-path fad-
ing is discussed in detail to understand the behaviour of the wireless channel. We
then review some of the popular design criterion for designing the wireless com-
munication systems. Throughout the thesis, the diversity-multiplexing trade-off
(DMT) and the pairwise error probability (PEP) is used to determine the per-
formance of the proposed protocol compared to other existing wireless communi-
cation protocols. In chapter 4 and 5, DMT is used to compare the performance
of different cooperative communication protocols. While in chapter 3 and 5, we
evaluate the diversity performance of the proposed protocol using PEP.
Next, we reviewed the two main diversity techniques that are used in this
thesis called the spatial diversity and cooperative diversity. In spatial diversity,
the number of antennas of the transmitter and receiver are increased to achieve
higher diversity order. An overview of various space-time codes techniques is
provided, while the orthogonal space-time block codes was reviewed in detail
since it forms the basis of protocol proposals in chapter 3.
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Figure 2.8: Diversity-multiplexing trade-off comparison between various cooper-
ative communication protocols with four relays.
Cooperative diversity on th other hand, grouped multiple terminal with sin-
gle antenna to form a virtual multiple antenna system and exploit spatial diver-
sity. Different cooperative communication protocol has been reviewed in terms of
diversity-multiplexing trade-off (DMT). Figure 2.8 compares the DMT curves of
the various cooperative communication protocols with four relays. It can be seen
that the slotted cooperation has the best DMT curve among the other cooper-
ative communication protocols. However the superior DMT performance comes
with the impractical assumption of isolated relay model. This motivates our work







In this chapter, we first derive the pairwise error probability (PEP) up-
per bound of the orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) based distributed
space-time coding (DSTC) protocol presented in [5] for general OSTBC matrix.
We then present a slotted cooperation based DSTC protocol where the relay ter-
minals in the half-duplex relaying network are grouped into two different relay
clusters to forward the signals to the destination terminals alternately to achieve
a higher symbol rate and evaluate its performance in terms of PEP and bit error
rate (BER) simulations.
We further extend the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol to Slotted-DSTC
with redundant code (Slotted-DSTC-R) protocol where the relay nodes in both
of the relay clusters forward the same space-time coded signal to the destination
node. The proposed Slotted-DSTC and Slotted-DSTC-R protocols are designed
to mitigate some practical issues of previous DSTC protocols. Slotted-DSTC pro-
tocol achieves a higher symbol rate for a given achievable diversity order. On the
other hand, Slotted-DSTC-R protocol maintains the symbol rate and the mini-
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mum coherence interval requirement of the space-time codes to achieve a higher
diversity order. For simplicity, we have limited our analysis to OSTBC based
DSTC protocols which require a simple maximum likelihood (ML) detection to
decode the received signal at the destination terminal. However, the proposed
Slotted-DSTC protocol can be easily extended to other types of STC or precoding
techniques.
3.1 DSTC using OSTBC
Consider a cooperative relaying network consisting of a source, a destination
and N relay terminals, represented by s, d and ri, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, respectively.
For the case of exposition and practical relevance, we assume that each terminal
is installed with half duplex single antennas that can either transmit or receive
signals at any given time. However, the results presented can be easily extended
to the case where nodes have multiple and/or full duplex antennas. All the relay
terminals have the same power constraint and operate synchronously. Through-
out the chapter, we assume that there is no direct communication link between
the source and destination terminals and the channel link between the termi-
nals are quasi-static flat Rayleigh-fading, i.e., the channel gains remain constant
during a coherence interval, Tc, and change independently from one coherence
interval to another. Furthermore, we restrict our attention to the network 1 in
[5], where no channel knowledge at s and ri, perfect state channel information
(CSI) at d and no feedback to the transmitting terminal is permitted.
The goal is to send the information from s to d. The source transmission
bits are modulated and divided into L frames, each frame containing T1 number







= IT1 . T1 denotes the total number of transmitted
symbols in a T2 × N OSTBC matrix. To be more precise, the OSTBC-DSTC
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matrix has the following definition [37, Definition 1]:
Definition 3 A T2×N matrix C is called an OSTBC-DSTC matrix in variables
s1, · · · , sT1 if the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. The entries of C are 0, ±fist, ±f ∗i s∗t , or multiples of these indeterminate
by j, where j =
√−1.
2. The matrix C satisfies CΣ−1C† = |s1|2D1 + · · · + |sT1 |2DT1, where Di =
diag[|f1|2Di,1, · · · , |fT1 |2Di,T1 ], and Di,n are nonzero for n = 1, · · · , N . Σ−1
denotes the covariance of the noise component.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the OSTBC-DSTC matrix de-
ployed in the DSTC protocol satisfies all the properties in the following Lemma
[37, Lemma 1]:
Lemma 1 If a OSTBC-DSTC matrix C in variables s1, · · · , sT1 exists, its asso-
ciated design matrices Ai and Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , have the following properties.
1. Ai and Bi cannot have nonzero entries at the same position.
2. Ai, Bi and Ai +Bi are column-monomial.
3. Ai1Σ
−1A†i2 = Bi1Σ





−1BTi = diag[D1,i, · · · , DT1,N ], for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
A DSTC protocol can be modelled into two phases:
• Listening Phase, s transmits the signal to ri during T1 time slots.
• Cooperation Phase, ri, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, performs linear transformation
on the received signal based on the design matrices for T2×N OSTBC and
forward to d during T2 time slots.
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Figure 3.1: Transmission Sequence of the DSTC using OSTBC
Figure 3.1 shows the transmission sequence of the DSTC using T2 ×N OSTBC,
where solid box denotes transmitted signals and dashed box denotes received
signals.
Since the analysis is the same for all frames, we omit the superscript (l),
except when there is a need to differentiate between frames. In the listening
phase, s transmits the signal x to all the relay terminals. The received signal at




where P1 denotes the average power at s. fi ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel
coefficient between s and ri. vi ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at ri.
During the cooperation phase, ri performs linear transformation on the re-
ceived signal based on the OSTBC design matrices and forwards the signal to d.







i ) , (3.2)
where Ai and Bi are the T2× T1 OSTBC design matrices discussed in [5, 37]. P2
denotes the average transmit power of the relay terminals, ri. The received signal
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gixi + vd. (3.3)
Let ρ = P1P2T2
P1+1













i ) + vd. (3.5)
gi ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel coefficient between ri and d. vd ∼ CN (0, 1)
denotes the AWGN at d. C denotes the T2×N OSTBCmatrix generated using the
design matrices, Ai and Bi. h =
[
g1fˆ1 g2fˆ2 · · · gN fˆN
]T
denotes the equivalent
channel vector, where fˆi can be defined as
fˆi =
 f ∗i , if Ai = 0fi, if Bi = 0 . (3.6)
3.1.1 ML Decoding and Achievable Diversity Order
In this subsection, we discuss the ML decoding and the achievable diversity order
of the OSTBC based DSTC protocol. Assuming that d has the perfect channel





where the minimization is performed over all possible codeword matrices C.
With the ML decoding scheme in (3.7), the PEP of the OSTBC based DSTC
protocol, given the equivalent channel vector, h, of choosing C˜ when C is trans-














. Q(·) denotes the Gaussian error function. Σw denotes
the covariance of the noise term w which will be explained in Appendix A. It is
important to note that C and C˜ (C 6= C˜) are the two possible codewords of the










where κ is the normalisation factor of an OSTBC matrix [19]. Using the property
in (3.9), the coding gain of a generalized T2×N OSTBC matrix can be obtained
by
∆C†∆C ∆= diag (λ1, λ2, · · · , λN) , (3.10)
where λi is the i-th eigenvalue of ∆C
†∆C.
Theorem 1 The PEP for the DSTC using T2 × N OSTBC with N number of




















Proof 1 Please refer to Appendix A.
In this theorem, we assume that the OSTBC-DSTC matrix deployed in the
DSTC protocol fulfills all the properties presented in [37, Lemma 1]. With this
assumption, the OSTBC design matrices Ai and Bi are row-monomial matrices.
Since f †C†Σ−1w Cf = 0, f = [fˆ1 fˆ2 · · · fˆN ]T, the diversity performance of the
OSTBC based DSTC protocol can be evaluated based on eigenvalues of ∆C†∆C
of the DSTC protocol. Given that for any OSTBC matrix, N = rank(∆C) and
the eigenvalue of ∆C†∆C , λi > 0, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, the OSTBC based DSTC
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protocol with N number of relay nodes achieves full diversity order of D = N at
high SNR 1.
3.2 Slotted Distributed Space-Time Coding
The OSTBC based DSTC protocol described in Section 3.1 achieves a full
diversity order with simple linear ML decoding. However, the symbol rate of the
protocol is half of the symbol rate of corresponding T2 ×N OSTBC matrix, due
to the half-duplex constraint that the source node has to wait for all the relay
nodes to successfully forward all the space-time coded signals during the even
time frames, t = 2, 4, 6, · · · , 2L, before transmitting the next frame symbol to
the relay nodes. To mitigate this problem, we propose a DSTC protocol that
we call slotted distributed space-time coding (Slotted-DSTC) protocol where the
relay terminals between the source and the destination terminals are grouped into
two different relay clusters based on their respective locations and forward the
space-time coded signal to the destination terminal during different time frames.
With this setup, the source terminal is now able to continuously transmit the
information signal to both of the relay clusters and achieves a higher symbol
rate.
Instead of having relay nodes with random location between s and d, we
assume that there are K = 2 sets of relay clusters, Ck, k ∈ {1, 2}. We assume
that these relay cluster are located between the source terminal and destination
terminal and separated far apart from each other and form by N number of relay
terminals. The relay terminals in Ck is re-defined as rk,i, for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.
1In general the diversity order, D = min{T2, N} ,[5], however since T2 ≥ N in any OSTBC
matrix, we could simplify the equation into D = N
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Figure 3.2: System Model for Slotted-DSTC, with the assumption of no direct
communication link between s and d, and between the relay clusters, C1 and C2.
Solid arrows denote odd time frame transmission and dashed arrows denote even
time frame transmission.
3.2.1 Transmission Sequence
Figure 3.2 shows the transmission protocol of the Slotted-DSTC protocol,
where solid arrows denote odd time frame transmissions and dashed arrows denote
even time frame transmissions. We assume that there is no interference between
these relay clusters. Such ad-hoc setup is also known as the K-parallel-path
(KPP) networks which has been studied in detail in [86–89].
At the first time frame, t = 1, s sends x(1) to all the relay terminals in C1.









where f1,i ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel coefficient from s to the relay terminal
r1,i. v
(1)
1,i ∼ CN (0, 1) is the AWGN at the relay terminal r1,i. P1 denote the average
power at s.
After receiving the signal from s, r1,i performs a linear transformation on the
received signal y
(1)
1,i and waits until next time frame to transmit the space-time
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where Ai and Bi are T1 × T2 design matrices for T2 × N OSTBC matrix. P2
denotes the average transmit power of the relay terminals.


















where ρ = P1P2T2
P1+T1
. g1,i ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel coefficient between r1,i and
d. C
(2)
1 denotes the T2 × N OSTBC matrix from N number of relay terminals
in the relay cluster C1, generated using the design matrices Ai and Bi, at time
frame, t = 2. h1 = [g1,1fˆ1,1 g1,2fˆ1,2 · · · g1,N fˆ1,N ]T denotes the equivalent channel
vector. At the same time frame, s sends x(2) to all the relay nodes in C2, and the









where f2,i ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel coefficient from s to r2,i. v(2)2,i ∼
CN (0, 1) is the AWGN at r2,i. Here we assume that the distance between two
relay clusters are far apart and thus the received signal at the relay nodes in the
second relay cluster, y
(2)
2,i , in (3.15) is not interfered by the transmitted signal
from the relay terminals in the first relay cluster and vice versa.
Similarly, relay terminals in C2 performs a linear transformation on the re-
ceived signal and wait for the next time frame to transmit. The transmitted
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At the time frame, t = 3, the space-time coded signal, x
(3)
2,i is transmitted


















g2,i ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the channel coefficient between r2,i and d. C(3)2 denotes
the T2 ×N OSTBC matrix from the relay cluster C2 generated using the design
matrices Ai and Bi at the time frame, t = 3. h2 denotes the equivalent channel
vector and can be expressed as
h2 = [g2,1fˆ2,1 g2,2fˆ2,2 · · · g2,N fˆ2,N ]T.





















At the same time frame, s transmits x(3) to all the relay terminals in C1.
These transmission steps are then continuously repeated until LT1 symbols are
transmitted from s. The details of the transmission sequence are shown in Figure
3.3, where solid box denotes transmitted signals and dashed box denotes received
signals.
3.2.2 ML Decoding and Achievable Diversity Order
In this subsection, we discuss the ML decoding and the achievable diversity order
of the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol. Assuming that d has the perfect CSI















, for t′ = 3, 5, · · · , L+ 1
(3.19)
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Figure 3.3: Transmission Sequence of the Proposed Slotted DSTC
where the minimization is performed over all possible codeword matrices Ck, for
k = 1, 2.
Since the relay nodes in both of the relay clusters use the same OSTBC
design matrices, Ai and Bi, the received signal at the destination node d in
a different time frame can be decoded based on one codebook. Using the ML
decoding expression in (3.19), we can derive the PEP of the proposed Slotted-
















. Ck and C˜k (Ck 6= C˜k) are the two possible
codewords of the T2 × N OSTBC matrix for the relay cluster Ck, k ∈ {1, 2}.
Σkw denotes the covariance of the noise vector w at the destination node, when
receiving the space-time coded signal from the relay nodes of k-th relay cluster.
Theorem 2 If each relay cluster Ck, k ∈ {1, 2}, contains N numbers of relay
terminals, the PEP of the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol using T2×N OSTBC
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Proof 2 Please refer to Appendix B
Note that the STCmatrix of the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol,Ck retains
the properties of orthogonality due to the assumption of no direct communication
link between the relay clusters, Ck. For any OSTBC matrix deployed in Slotted-
DSTC protocol, Ck, the eigenvalue of ∆C
†
k∆Ck, λk,i > 0, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.
Thus, in a network with cluster of N relay nodes, the proposed protocol can
achieve a diversity order of D = N at any time frame, when the SNR is high.
3.3 Slotted DSTC with Redundant Codes
The proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol discussed in section 3.2 achieves full
diversity order of N for any time frame, due to the fact that the STC of the
proposed protocol has non-zero eigenvalues of ∆C†k∆Ck. However, the overall
system achieves a diversity order of N using a total of 2N number of relay termi-
nals, with the assumption of each relay cluster is formed by N number of relay
terminals. This is because each of the relay clusters of the proposed protocol per-
forms linear transformation on the symbol from different frames, and forwards the
space-time coded signal to the destination terminal during different time frames
to achieve a higher symbol rate. In this chapter, we consider the same cooperative
relaying network and transmission sequence shown in section 3.2, while s is now
transmitting the same frame signal over two consecutive time frames to both of
the relay clusters, Ck, k ∈ {1, 2}.
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3.3.1 Transmission Sequence
The transmission frames from s of the proposed Slotted DSTC with re-
dundant code (Slotted-DSTC-R) protocol can be expressed as x(t) = x(t+1), for
t = 1, 3, 5, · · · , 2L − 1. Since both of the relay clusters perform linear transfor-
mations on the same frame symbol, the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol is able
to achieve a diversity order of 2N , with the assumption that each relay cluster
consists of N number of relay terminals.
Since the relay terminals from both of the relay clusters perform linear trans-
formations on the same frame symbol, the ML decoding can be done by combining


























y(m) is the received signal vector with the size of 2T2 at d, for m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}.
z(m) denotes the size 2T2 combined received noise vector at d. t denotes the
odd time frames, t ∈ {1, 3, 5, · · · 2L − 1} while t′ denotes the even time frames,
t′ ∈ {2, 4, 6, · · · 2L}.
3.3.2 ML Decoding and Achievable Diversity Order
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where C
(m)











Using the ML decoding expression in (3.23), the PEP of the proposed Slotted-









where CR and C˜R (CR 6= C˜R) are the two possible codewords of the 2T2 × 2N
combined STC matrix of the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol. Σz denotes the
covariance of the combined noise vector z at the destination node. We omit the
superscript, (m), since the analysis is the same for arbitrary frame.
Theorem 3 If each relay cluster Ck, k ∈ {1, 2}, contains N number of
relay terminals, the PEP for the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol using T2×N






















Proof 3 Please refer to Appendix C
In this theorem, we first prove that the combined STC matrix of the pro-
posed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol maintains the orthogonality property in equation
(3.9), if there is no interference between the two relay clusters. From (C.2), the
eigenvalue of ∆C†R∆CR, λk,i > 0, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, k ∈ {1, 2} and the proposed
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol achieves a diversity order of D = 2N .
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3.4 Discussion
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed Slotted-DSTC
and Slotted-DSTC-R protocols with the performance of standard DSTC protocols
in terms of the symbol rate, the minimum coherence time interval requirement,
decoding complexity, arbitrary number of relay clusters, relay availability and
power allocation.
3.4.1 Symbol Rate
The OSTBC based DSTC protocol presented in [5] transmits T1 number
of symbols in T1 time slots, during the listening phase. On the other hand, N
number of relay terminals perform linear transformations of the received signal
to a OSTBC with the dimension of T2×N to forward the T1 number of symbols
to d during the cooperative phase. It achieves a diversity order of N with the
symbol rate of Rs =
T1
T1+T2
. For example, the symbol rate of a DSTC protocol
using the rate-1 2× 2 Alamouti scheme [18] is Rs = 1/2.
In the proposed OSTBC based Slotted-DSTC protocol presented in Section
3.2, s transmits T1 symbols in T1 time slots during the listening phase of C1.
Simultaneously, relay nodes in C2 cooperate to transmit orthogonal space-time
coded T1 symbols to the destination d during the cooperative phase of C2. In this
case the dimension of the distributed OSTBC matrix is T2×N . Thus the proposed
Slotted-DSTC protocol transmits LT1 number of symbols to d in LT2 + T1 time




The symbol rate, R of the proposed Slotted-DSTC is upper-bounded by Rs ≤ T1T2 ,
with sufficiently large number of data frames, i.e., L→∞.
In the case of Slotted-DSTC-R protocol, the relay nodes in both relay clusters
{Ck}i=1,2 use the same OSTBC matrix with the dimension of T2 ×N to forward
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T1 symbols to d in two different time frames. It transmits LT1 number of symbols
to d in 2LT2 + T1 time slots. The proposed Slotted-DSTC-R achieves a diversity
order of 2N with the symbol rate of Rs =
LT1
2LT2+T1
. Assuming that the size of
the data frame, L is sufficiently large, the upper-bound of the symbol rate can
be express as Rs ≤ T12T2 .
3.4.2 Minimum Coherence Interval Requirement
Most of the existing cooperative relaying schemes assume the channels are
slow fading channels, where the channels are static over the transmission se-
quence. However, this assumption is not realistic since the positions of all the
nodes are not stationary and the channel between the nodes may not be static.
Generally, a T2 × N OSTBC transmits T1 number of symbols, and requires
the minimum coherence interval Tc ≥ T2Ts to achieve a diversity order of N ,
where Ts is the symbol interval. OSTBCs matrix with high minimum coher-
ence intervals, such as the systematic design complex OSTBC proposed in [90],
achieves a diversity order of six and seven with the minimum coherence interval
of 30Ts and 56Ts, which could be impossible to realise in high mobility cooper-
ative communication systems. For example, the period of the OFDM symbol is
assumed to be high enough to mitigate the effect of the multipath fading channel.
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is proposed as a DSTC protocol that is practical to
be deployed in high mobility wireless relaying networks. It increases the achiev-
able diversity order from N to 2N , but keeps the minimum coherence interval
to T2Ts. For example, to achieve a diversity order of four, one can use a 4 × 4
OSTBC matrix [20] with a minimum coherence interval of 4Ts. Slotted-DSTC-R
protocol on the other hand, uses the 2× 2 Alamouti code [18] in each relay clus-




OSTBC is able to achieve full diversity order and has a very simple ML de-
coding algorithm based only on the linear processing at the receiver [18]. Thus
OSTBC has been adopted in many DSTC protocols. However, the ML decoding
complexity at the destination node increases significantly when the number of
relay nodes increases. In [91], the authors proposed a measurement of computa-
tional complexity of the optimum decoding of an OSTBC that does not depend
on the constellation size of the transmitted signal. The computational complex-
ity, (CA, CM) is measured by the number of real additions, CA, and the real
multiplications, CM . Thus the decoding complexity of a T2 ×N OSTBC can be
expressed as
CA = 4T1T2 + 2N − 2T1 − 1
CM = 4T1T2 + 2N + 2T1 + 4, (3.27)
assuming single receiver antenna at d. It can be seen that the computational
complexity increases significantly with the size of the OSTBC matrix.
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is proposed to address the issue of the significant
increase in the ML decoding complexity while achieving a higher diversity or-
der. Using the computational complexity measurement presented in (3.27), the
(CA, CM) for decoding 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 OSTBCs are (49, 66) and (135, 156) re-
spectively. The proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol achieves diversity order of
2N by repeating the T2 ×N OSTBC matrix in two different time frames. Thus,
it achieves a diversity order of four and eight with the computational complexity
of (35, 48) and (105, 122) respectively. It can be seen that the proposed Slotted-
DSTC-R protocol can reduce the computational complexity by 30% and 20%
while keeping the diversity order unchanged. On the other hand, the decoding
complexity can be further reduced by applying the pre-coding techniques pro-
posed in [39].
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3.4.4 Arbitrary Number of Relay Clusters
Previously, we have limited out attention to the Slotted-DSTC protocol with
two relay clusters, K = 2. However, the number of relay clusters of the proposed
Slotted-DSTC protocols can be extended to an arbitrary number. In the case of
the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol, higher diversity order can be achieved if
the number of relay clusters is increased. In the case of Slotted-DSTC-R protocol
with K number of relay clusters, s repeats the same symbol frame over K time
frames, x(t) = x(t+1) = · · · = x(t+K−1), for t = 1, K + 1, · · · , (L − 1)K + 1 and
each relay cluster performs a linear transformation on the same frame symbol
before forwarding the space-time coded signal to the destination node. Thus the
proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is able to achieve a diversity order of KN ,
provided that every relay cluster consists N number of relay nodes.
However, increased the number of relay clusters will result in a lower symbol
rate. For K number of relay clusters, the Slotted-DSTC-R protocol transmits
LT1 number of symbols in KLT2 + T1 time slots. It achieves KN diversity order
with the symbol rate of Rs =
LT1
KLT2+T1
. It can be seen that the symbol rate of the
proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol decreases exponentially when the number of
relay clusters, K increases. Thus, we can conclude that the proposed Slotted-
DSTC-R protocol with K = 2 number of relay clusters has the best efficiency
between the achievable diversity order and the symbol rate compared to the
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol with K > 2 number of relay clusters.
3.4.5 Relay Availability
One of the important benefit of the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is
that it can achieve a diversity order of 2N with two different relay clusters over
two consecutive time frames. The OSTBC based DSTC protocol presented in
[5] may not be practical to deploy in a user-cooperative relaying network where
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Figure 3.4: An illustrative example of the availability of the relay nodes for the
N = 4 case. r1 and r2 are grouped into C1 and forwarded the space-time coded
signals during first two time frames. r3 and r4 are grouped into C2 and forwarded
the space-time coded signals during next two time frames.
the number of the available relay nodes varies all the time. In the proposed
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol on the other hand, the relay clusters perform linear
transformation on the same symbol frame and forward to the destination node
during different time frame and able to achieve full diversity order even when the
relay nodes are not available at the same time.
We provided an illustrative example for the case of N = 4, where the avail-
ability of all the potential relay nodes are shown in Figure 3.4. Unfortunately
none of the existing OSTBC is able to achieve a diversity of four with these po-
tential relay nodes since they require all the relay nodes to forward the space-time
coded signal within the OSTBC block interval, T2. The proposed Slotted-DSTC-
R protocol on the other hand, overcomes this problem by grouping {ri}i=1,2 into
C1, {ri}i=3,4 into C2, and each relay cluster forwards a 2× 2 OSTBC matrix dur-
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Table 3.1: Comparison between the symbol rate and the minimum coherence
interval of the proposed Slotted-DSTC and the DSTC using OSTBC in [5]
Diversity
Protocol
Symbol Minimum Coherence Decoding
Order Rate Interval Complexity
2
Slotted-DSTC (N = 2, K = 2) 1 2Ts (15, 28)
DSTC [5] (N = 2) 1/2 2Ts (15, 28)
4
Slotted-DSTC-R (N = 2, K = 2) 1/2 2Ts (35, 48)
Slotted-DSTC (N = 4, K = 2) 3/4 4Ts (49, 66)
DSTC [5] (N = 4) 3/7 4Ts (49, 66)
8
Slotted-DSTC-R (N = 4, K = 2) 3/8 4Ts (105, 122)
Slotted-DSTC (N = 8, K = 2) 1/2 8Ts (135, 156)
DSTC [5] (N = 8) 1/3 8Ts (135, 156)
ing different time frames, with the assumption of no interference between these
relay clusters. The proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is able to provide higher
diversity order but does not require the same number of relay nodes available at
the same time.
3.4.6 Power Allocation
For a fair comparison, we adopted the power allocation presented in [5] for
both the OSTBC based DSTC and the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocols, where
the authors assumed that the total power used in the whole network for transmis-
sions of the LT1 symbols is PLT1. In the case of the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R
protocol with K number of relay clusters, it repeats the listening and cooperative




K(T2/T1−1) , P2 =
(P−P1)T1
KNT2







, if T1 = T2
(3.28)
Table 3.1 shows the comparison between the OSTBC based DSTC protocols
[5] and the proposed Slotted-DSTC and Slotted-DSTC-R protocols.
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OSTBC-DSTC [23] (R = 1/2)
Slotted-DSTC (R = 1)
OSTBC-DSTC [23] (R = 3/7)
Slotted-DSTC (R = 3/4)
Figure 3.5: Bit Error Rate comparison between the DSTC protocol [5] and
Slotted-DSTC protocol

























OSTBC-DSTC [23] (R = 3/7)
Slotted-DSTC-R ( R = 1/2)
OSTBC-DSTC [23] (R = 1/3)
Slotted-DSTC-R (R = 3/8)
Figure 3.6: Bit Error Rate comparison between the DSTC protocol [5] and
Slotted-DSTC-R protocol
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3.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present the simulated bit-error rate of the proposed
Slotted-DSTC and Slotted-DSTC-R protocols and compared with the OSTBC
based DSTC protocol presented in [5]. We considered quasi-static Rayleigh fad-
ing channels where the channel coefficients are constant over each transmision
frame. All the protocols were simulated using MATLAB software with 1 × 107
samples on each SNR interval. The total power consumed in the whole network
for transmission of LT1 symbols is set to be PLT1.
Figure 3.5 compares the BER between the OSTBC based DSTC protocol
presented in [5] and the proposed Slotted-DSTC in Section 3.2 with BPSK mod-
ulation. The OSTBC based DSTC protocol is simulated with two and four relay
nodes (N = 2 and N = 4), while the Slotted-DSTC protocol is simulated with
two relay clusters and each relay cluster contains two and four relay nodes. Both
two and four relay OSTBC based DSTC protocols are simulated in [5] and the
author showed that these schemes achieve a diversity order of two and four at
high SNR regime. It can be seen that both Slotted-DSTC protocol with two
and four relay nodes in each relay cluster, achieve a diversity order of two and
four at high SNR regime. Note that both protocols are having the same BER
performance, since they are using the same decoding expression and modulation
technique. However, the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol achieves higher symbol
rate compared to the OSTBC based DSTC protocol. For example, with the same
BER performance and achievable diversity order, the proposed Slotted-DSTC
protocol with four relay nodes in each relay cluster increased the symbol rate by
75% compared to the four relay OSTBC based DSTC protocol.
Figure 3.6 shows the BER performance between the OSTBC based DSTC
and the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol with BPSKmodulation. The OSTBC
based DSTC protocol is simulated with four and eight relay nodes (N = 4 and
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N = 8), while the Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is simulated with two relay clusters
and each relay cluster contains two and four relay nodes (N = 2 and N = 4).
Note that the BER performance of the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is 1
dB and 2 dB less than the corresponding OSTBC based DSTC protocol for the
case of achievable diversity order of D = 4 and D = 8, respectively. However, the
proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol has a lower decoding complexity and achieves
a diversity order of 2N at high SNR regime.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we first derived the OSTBC based DSTC protocol presented
in [5] and established an upper bound on the pairwise error probability (PEP) for
general OSTBC matrix. We subsequently proposed a slotted cooperation based
distributed space-time coding protocol for a two-hop half-duplex relay network
and evaluated its performance in terms of PEP and bit error rate (BER) sim-
ulations. Here, the relay nodes between the source and the destination nodes
are grouped into two relay clusters according to their respective locations and
forwarded the space-time coded signal to the destination node alternatively. We
showed that the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol achieves a higher symbol rate
and maintains the achievable diversity order and the decoding complexity. The
simulation result showed that with the same BER performance, the proposed
Slotted-DSTC protocol increases the symbol rate up to 100% compared to the
OSTBC based DSTC protocol.
Next, we extended the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol to redundant code
and evaluate the performance in terms of PEP and BER simulation. We con-
sidered the same cooperative relaying network and transmission sequence shown
in Section 3.2, while s is now transmitting the same signal over two consecutive
time frames to both of the relay clusters. We showed that the proposed Slotted-
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DSTC-R protocol reduces the decoding complexity by 20%−30%, while achieving
the same diversity order. On the other hand, the minimum coherence interval
required by the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is lowered by 50% compared




Sequential SAF with Partial
Relay Isolation
The sequential slotted amplify-and-forward (SAF) protocol achieves the
multiple-input single-output (MISO) bound when the number of transmission
slots goes to infinity [2]. However, the assumption of perfect relay isolation for
achieving the superior performance is not practical. In this chapter, we propose
a novel relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the sequential-SAF protocol in
half-duplex relaying network to achieve the MISO bound without the assumption
of perfect isolated relays. The relay terminals between the source and the desti-
nation are grouped into relay clusters based on their respective locations. Relays
that are closer to the source terminal are grouped into an “odd cluster” and the
relays that are closer to destination terminal are grouped into an “even cluster”.
The sequential-SAF achieves partial relay isolation if the the relay clusters are
sufficiently far apart and is more practical compared to the sequential-SAF pro-
tocol with isolated relay assumption. We then consider a perfect partial relay
isolation model, where the inter-relay interference signal from the “even cluster”
to the “odd cluster” during odd time slot is ignored and compute the DMT upper
bound of the sequential-SAF protocol with the proposed strategy.
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4.1 System Model
Consider a cooperative relaying network where the source information bits
are modulated, pre-coded, divided into M symbols which are to be transmit-
ted from the source s to the destination d with the assistance of the N relays.
Throughout the thesis, we used a → b to denote the channel link from terminal
a to b.
Without loss of generality, we assume that one pre-coded symbol is trans-
mitted during each transmission slot, xm, for m = 1, · · · ,M , and M is even. The
total number of transmission slots is M +1, where one additional slot is added at
the end of the transmission sequence for the relay to forward the last pre-coded
symbol and thus a multiplexing gain of M
M+1
is achieved. The power allocation of
s and r for m-th slot are denoted by pim and p¯im and satisfy
∑M+1
m=1 (pim+ p¯im) =M .
The channel gains between terminals are modelled as independent quasi-
static fading channels, i.e., the channel gains do not change during the transmis-
sion of a cooperative frame. The quality of the channel gain is parameterized by
the distance between terminals Di,j, for i, j ∈ {s, d, 1, · · · ,M}, i 6= j. Let hi,j be
the i.i.d complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance.







s,i hs,i and gi ,
√
D−αi,d hi,d, respectively denote the channel gains be-
tween s and ri and the ones between ri and d. γi,j ,
√
D−αi,j hi,j is used to denote
the channel gain between ri and rj. α denotes the path loss exponent.
For the case of exposition and practical relevance, we assume that each ter-
minal is installed with half duplex single antenna that can either transmit or
receive signals at any given time. However, the result presented in this paper can
be easily extended to the case where terminals have multiple and/or full duplex
antennas. Throughout the paper, we assume perfect synchronization between all
the transmitting terminals during each transmission slot.
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Figure 4.1: Up-link system model for sequential-SAF with 6 partial isolated relays
after the process of relay ordering. The order of the relays are indicated by
numbers.
4.2 Relay Ordering and Scheduling Strategy
Without loss of generality, we assume that there is a global scheduler that has
the knowledge of the channel-state information (CSI) between all terminals. In-
stead of having relays with random locations between s and d, the global scheduler
groups the relays into two relay clusters (odd cluster and even cluster) according
to their respective locations1. The relays that are closer to s are grouped into the
“odd cluster” and the relays that are closed to d are grouped into the “even clus-
ter”. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the proposed cooperative relaying network
after the relay grouping process.
We assume that there are N = N1+N2 relays, where N1 denotes the number
of relays in the “odd cluster” and forward the odd slot signals, xm, for m =
1, 3, · · · ,M − 1, and N2 denotes the number of relays in the “even cluster” and
forward the even slots signals, xm′ , for m
′ = 2, 4, · · · ,M . For the relays in “odd
cluster”, given that L = M
2N1
, amplify the received signals and forward to the
destination in round robin manner, rm = r2lN1+m, where l ∈ [1, L − 1]. For the
relays in “even cluster”, given that L′ = M
2N2
, the relays amplify the received
signal and forward to the destination in round robin manner, rm′ = r2l′N2+m′ ,
1The relay grouping process can be easily done with the aid of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) or any other location tracking system which are widely used in wireless networks.
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where l′ ∈ [1, L′ − 1]. Note that the values of M , N1 and N2 are chosen carefully
to ensure that both L and L′ are integer numbers.
We develop a general algorithm for the scheduling strategy. For i, j ∈










where Ci denotes the cost function of two hop signal defined in [2]. Ci,j denotes
the cost function of three hop signal where it can be the overall channels condition
between the source to the relays from odd cluster and the destination to the relays
from even cluster or vice versa.
Then, the scheduler applies the following strategy:
1. r1 is selected from “odd cluster” to forward the symbol x1 based on the cost
function C1, where C1 ≥ max{C3, · · · , CN−1}.
2. r2 is selected from “even cluster” to forward the symbol x2 based on the cost
function C1,2 and C2, where C1,2 + C2 ≥ max{C1,4 + C4, · · · , C1,N + CN}.
3. r3 is selected from “odd cluster” to forward the symbol x3 based on the cost
function C2,3, where C2,3 ≤ min{C2,5, · · · , C2,N−1}.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until all the relays have been scheduled.
Note that starting from step 3, we choose the relays based on the three hop
cost function, Ci,j to find the weakest inter-relay interference compared to step
1, since the main focus of the proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy is
to minimise the interference of the relays from the even cluster to the relays from
the odd cluster and achieves partial relay isolation condition.
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4.3 Equivalent Channel Models
With the above-mentioned relay ordering and scheduling strategy, we can
now characterize the baseband-received signal models using a time-division no-
tation. At the first time slot, s transmits the first pre-coded symbol, x1 to r1 and
d. The received signals can be expressed as
yr,1 =
√
pi1 SNRf1x1 + nr,1, (4.3)
yd,1 =
√
pi1 SNRg0x1 + nd,1, (4.4)
where yr,1 and yd,1 denote the received signal at r1 and d at the first time slot,
respectively. nr,1 and nd,1 denote independent additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), respectively, with zero mean and unit variance. SNR denotes the signal
to noise ratio.
After receiving the signal from s, r1 performs linear processing on the received
signal and transmits it during the second time slot. On the other hand, s transmits











p¯i2 SNRg1b1yr,1 + nd,2, (4.6)
where b1 denotes the scaling factor at r1 with the power constraint of E{|b1yr,1|2} ≤
1, and E{·} denotes the statistical expectation operator.
At the third time slot, both r3 and d receive a linear combination of the
pre-coded symbol and the linearly process signal from s and r2, respectively, and










p¯i3 SNRg2b2yr,2 + nd,3, (4.8)
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These transmission steps are continuously repeated until M pre-coded sym-
bols are transmitted from s.
Lemma 2 The partial relay isolation condition is achievable with the proposed
relay ordering and scheduling strategy shown above.
Proof 4 Since s is close to the relays from “odd cluster” and the relays from
“even cluster” are close to d, let us assume that the power allocation at s and
rm−1 fulfil the condition below:
pim ≥ p¯im, for m = 3, 5, · · · ,M − 1.
Note that during the relay scheduling, we choose the rm to forward the symbol
xm based on the cost function of three hop signal, Cm,m+1, which has the weakest
IRI among all the other relays from “odd cluster”. With the consideration of the
channel quality s, rm−1 and rm, which is parameterized by the distance between




}≫ E{p¯im|γm−1,m|2} . (4.9)
Since the received power from s is much larger compared to the received power
from rm−1, the IRI can be treated as noise and the partial relay isolation condition
is achieved. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
From Lemma 2, we consider the following perfect partial relay isolation con-
dition, where the three hop signal from “even cluster” to the “odd cluster” is
ignored. The received signal at rm, with the assumption of perfect partial relay
isolation condition, can be rewritten as
yr,m =
√
pim SNRfmxm + nr,m, for m = 3, 5, · · · ,M − 1. (4.10)
Figure 4.2 shows the transmission sequence of the sequential-SAF protocol
with perfect partial relay isolation condition. Solid box denotes transmitted sym-
bols and dashed box denotes received symbols.
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Figure 4.2: Transmission sequence of the sequential-SAF protocol with perfect
partial relay isolation model. Solid box denotes the transmitted symbols and
dashed box denotes the received symbols.
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where y ∈ CM+1 is the received signal vector at d. x ∈ CM denotes the trans-
mitted signal vector. H ∈ C(M+1)×M denotes the equivalent channel matrix.







. nr ∈ CM and nd ∈ CM+1 denote the additive white Gaussian
noise vectors at r and d, respectively. Using the equivalent received signal model
in (4.11), we obtain the mutual information of the sequential-SAF with perfect
partial relay isolation:











† (BB† + IM+1)−1] (4.12)
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where Σx = E{xx†} = IM and Σn = E{nn†} = I2M+1. Note that the noise
matrix, B′n is not white in general and does not affect the DMT computation
[2].
The DMT of the partial isolated relay model can be obtained using equation
(4.11) and (4.12). From the transmission sequence, we have the channel matrix:
H =

g0 0 0 · · · 0
f1g1 g0 0
f1γ1,2g2 f2g2 g0 0
. . .
...
0 0 f3g3 g0
. . .
0 0 f3γ3,4g4 f4g4 g0
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
... 0 fM−1gM−1 g0
0 . . . 0 fM−1γM−1,MgM fMgM

(4.13)
Note that the linear processing and the power allocation terms have been ignored
since they do not impact the DMT computation [2, Lemma 1]. Using channel
matrix (4.13), the outage probability of the sequential-SAF with perfect partial
relay isolation condition can be expressed as












†) ≤ (M + 1)R(SNR)] . (4.14)
The term (BB† + IM+1)−1 has been eliminated since we are only interested in
the exponential function of Pout(R(SNR)). The factor M + 1 is to account for
the fact that the proposed strategy takes M + 1 transmission slots to transmit
M symbols.
We consider the following lemma to compute the DMT upper bound of the
sequential SAF protocol with perfect partial relay isolation [92].
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≤ (1 + SNR |g0|2)M +∏
i∈S
[(
1 + SNR |figi|2
) (





√|figi|2 + |fiγi,i+1gi+1|2 and S being a set of positive even integers
with the limits of S ∈ [2,M ].
Proof 5 Please refer to Appendix D










1 + SNR |figi|2
) (
1 + SNR(|fi−1gi−1|2 + |fi−1γi−1,igi|2)
)]


















be the exponential order of 1/|gi|2, and vfi , vγi,j
are similarly defined. Since the channel gains are independent Gaussian vari-
ables, using Lemma 3, the DMT of the sequential-SAF with perfect partial relay
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where d∗(r) is the DMT upper bound of the sequential-SAF with perfect partial






i=1(1− vfi − vgi)+
2
∑M
i=1(1− vfi − vgi)+∑
i∈S(1− vfi−1 − vγi−1,i − vgi)+∑
i∈S(2− vfi − 2vgi − vγi−1,i)+

≤ (M + 1)r

. (4.18)
Since solving the optimization problem with different values of exponential
order being prohibitive in general, let us assume:
v¯g = min{vgi}Mi=1
v¯f = min{vfi}Mi=1
v¯γ = min{vγi,j}Mi,j=1, (4.19)
















M(1− v¯f − v¯g)+
2M(1− v¯f − v¯g)+
M
2
(1− v¯f − v¯γ − v¯g)+
M
2
(2− v¯f − 2v¯g − v¯)+

≤ (M + 1)r

. (4.21)
By solving the optimization problem, we can obtained the DMT upper bound
of the sequential-SAF with perfect partial relay isolation condition:
d∗(r) = (N + 1)
(
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Figure 4.3: DMT comparison between the sequential-SAF with the proposed
scheduling strategy and the existing AF cooperative communication protocol with
two relays (N = 2). Here, the total transmitted symbols are M = 10.
Note that from the DMT expressions in (4.22), the sequential-SAF with the
proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy achieves the (N + 1)× 1 MISO
transmit bound, with sufficiently large number of transmission slots. On the
other hand, the proposed strategy achieves partial relay isolation which is more
practical and is easier to realise compared to the sequential-SAF with full relay
isolation condition shown in [2].
The authors in [45] proved that the DMT upper bound of the SAF is achiev-
able without the assumption of the isolated relays. However, the decoding com-
plexity is prohibitive since it requires the destination to decode a full M ×M
non-zero matrix. The proposed strategy on the other hand, eliminate the third
hop signals with the relay ordering and scheduling strategy and the destination
is required to decode a M ×M penta-diagonal matrix which has lower decoding
complexity.
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Figure 4.3 compares the DMT of the sequential-SAF with the proposed strat-
egy with other AF cooperative protocols for two relays scenario. It can be seen
that the DMT of the sequential-SAF with the proposed strategy dominates both
NAF and the two-path relaying protocols. On the other hand, DMT upper bound
of the sequential-SAF with isolated relays has slightly better performance com-
pared to the proposed strategy, due to the fact that the proposed strategy requires
one additional slot to forward the last pre-coded symbol to d.
4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, the outage performance of the sequential-SAF with the pro-
posed strategy is compared with different cooperative and non-cooperative pro-
tocols. We considered quasi-static Rayleigh fading channels where the channel
coefficients are constant over M + 1 transmision slots. All the protocols were
simulated using MATLAB software with 1 × 107 samples on each SNR inter-
val. The power allocation for all the cooperative protocols are assumed to be
pim = p¯im = 0.5, while the information rate is measured in BPCU. The sequential-
SAF with isolated relays proposed in [2] is labelled as “SAF protocol” while the
one with the proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy is labelled as “Pro-
pose Strategy”. The total number of transmission slots is M = 10.
Figure 4.4 and 4.5 compare the sequential-SAF with proposed strategy with
the non-cooperative protocol and different AF cooperative protocols in a two
relays network. It can be seen all the cooperative protocols achieve a diversity
order of three, while the non-cooperative protocol fail to achieve full diversity. For
both low information rate (2 BPCU) and high information rate (6 BPCU), the
sequential-SAF with proposed strategy has slightly better outage performance
compared to the sequential-SAF with isolated relays assumption. On the other
hand, the sequential-SAF protocols have better outage probabilities at high SNR
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Figure 4.4: Outage probabilities of the non-cooperative, NAF, sequential-SAF
with isolated relays and sequential-SAF with partial isolated relays in a two relays
network (N = 2) and information rates of 2 BPCU.




























Figure 4.5: Outage probabilities of the non-cooperative, NAF, sequential-SAF
with isolated relays and sequential-SAF with partial isolated relays in a two relays
network (N = 2) and information rates of 6 BPCU.
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regime compared to the NAF and the non-cooperative protocols, i.e., both of the
protocols are achieving about 6 dB gain when compared with the NAF protocols
at outage probability of 10−4 for high spectral efficiency case.
4.6 Chapter Summary
We proposed a novel relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the sequen-
tial slotted amplify-and-forward protocol (SAF) in the half duplex relaying net-
works and evaluated the performances in terms of diversity-multiplexing trade-off
(DMT) and outage simulation. The relay terminals between the source and the
destination are grouped into two relay clusters based on their respective loca-
tions. The relays from “odd cluster”, which are closed to the source forward the
odd number symbols while the relays from “even cluster” which are closed to the
destination forward the even number symbols. With the proposed relay order-
ing and scheduling strategy, the sequential-SAF protocol achieves partial relay
isolation and decreases the decoding complexity at the destination. We consider
perfect partial relay isolation model, where the three hop signals from the “even
cluster” to the “odd cluster” is ignored and compute the DMT upper bound. We
showed that the DMT upper bound of sequential-SAF with the proposed relay
ordering and scheduling strategy has the best DMT performance compared to the
other AF protocol without the assumption of isolated relays. Simulation result
demonstrates that the sequential-SAF protocol with the proposed strategy has
the same outage performance compared to the sequential-SAF with isolated re-







The sequential-SAF protocol with the proposed relay ordering and schedul-
ing strategy in chapter 4 achieves DMT upper bound of the sequential slotted
amplify-and-forward (SAF) protocol without the assumption of perfect isolated
relay condition. However, in realistic case, the transmitted signals from the relay
terminals of the “even-cluster” interfere with the received signal of the relay ter-
minals from the “odd cluster” during the odd time slots and decrease the average
SNR at the destination terminal. Therefore, a way to fully eliminate the inter-
ference signals is needed to improve the robustness of the cooperative relaying
network.
In this chapter, we propose a novel slotted hybrid cooperative protocol named
the sequential slotted amplify-decode-and-forward (SADF) protocol for the half-
duplex relaying networks, where the relay terminals from the “odd cluster” de-
code the received signal to fully eliminate the inter-relay interference (IRI) from
the “even cluster” and forward the encoded signal if they are not outage. We
first derive the optimal DMT expression of the proposed sequential-SADF pro-
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tocol, on the assumption that all DF relays are able to decode the received sig-
nal perfectly. We then derive the closed-form DMT expression of the proposed
sequential-SADF by considering the effect of inter-relay interference (IRI) and
the outage event using the proximity gain η. We found that the optimal DMT of
the sequential-SADF is achievable if the proximity gain, η > 1 + N2M
2N1(M+1)
. With
the proximity gain bound, we show that the optimal DMT expression of the pro-
posed sequential-SADF protocol is achievable with the proposed relay ordering
and scheduling strategy shown in chapter 4. We show that the sequential-SADF
with the scheduling strategy has the best DMT curve compared to other cooper-
ative communication protocols without the isolated relays assumption.
Next, we derive the pairwise error probability (PEP) to find the achievable
diversity order of the proposed sequential-SADF protocol with the proposed dis-
tance bound and the scheduling strategy shown in chapter 4. With the PEP
upper-bound of the protocol, we find that the achievable diversity order of the
protocol with N number of relay terminals is not more than two. We then propose
a simple precoder for the protocol to achieve the maximum achievable diversity
order of N + 1. The proposed precoder is easy to generate and is able to work
with arbitrary number of relay terminals and transmission slots.
5.1 System Model
Consider the same half-duplex relaying network shown in Section 4.1, where
the relay terminals from the “odd cluster” are now decode the received signal
from s, ri during the odd time slots, i = 1, 3, · · · ,M − 2, if it is not an outage
event. The outage event can be expressed as
log
(
1 + pii SNR |fi|2
)
> r, for i = 1,
log
(




> r, for i = 3, 5, · · · ,M − 2,
(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Transmission sequence of the sequential-SADF protocol with perfect
partial relay isolation model. Solid box denotes the transmitted symbols and
dashed box denotes the received symbols.
where r denotes the information rate in BPCU. For non-outage scenarios, ri
encodes the decoded signal and transmits during the i+1 time slot. At the same
time slot, s transmits the next pre-coded symbol, xi+1 to both ri+1 and d. The










p¯ii+1 SNRgixi + nd,i+1. (5.3)
Similar to the previous chapter, these transmission steps are continuously
repeated until M pre-coded symbols are transmitted from s. Figure 5.1 shows
the transmission sequence of the sequential-SADF protocol. Solid box denotes
transmitted symbols and dashed box denotes received symbols.
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5.2 Diversity-Multiplexing Trade-off Analysis
5.2.1 Optimal DMT of the sequential-SADF protocol
We first assume a genie-aided model, where all the DF relays are able to
decode the received signal perfectly. Using the transmission sequence and the
received signals at d and ri from above, the channel matrix of the proposed
sequential-SADF protocol, H can be written as
H =

g0 0 0 · · · 0
g1 g0 0
γ1,2g2 f2g2 g0 0
. . .
...
0 0 g3 g0
. . .
0 0 γ3,4g4 f4g4 g0
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
... 0 gM−1 g0
0 . . . 0 γM−1,MgM fMgM

(5.4)
where the linear processing and the power allocation terms have been ignored
since they do not impact the DMT computation [2, Lemma 1]. From the channel
matrix of the sequential-SADF protocol, we found out that the non-zero element
of the channel matrix is similar to the channel matrix of the sequential-SAF with
perfect partial isolated relay in chapter 4, where Lemma 3 can be used to derive
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1 + SNR |figi|2
) (
1 + SNR(|gi−1|2 + |γi−1,igi|2)
)]














where S being a set of positive even integers with the limits of S ∈ [2,M ] and



























i∈S(1− vfi − vgi)+∑
i∈S(1− vγi−1,i − vgi)+∑
i∈S(2− vfi − vgi − vgi−1)+∑
i∈S(2− vfi − 2vgi − vγi−1,i)+

≤ (M + 1)r

. (5.7)





vg0 +N1(v¯f + v¯g) +N2(v¯γ + v¯g)
}
, (5.8)












(1− v¯f − v¯g)+,
M
2
(1− v¯g − v¯γ)+,
M
2
(2− v¯f − 2v¯g)+,
M
2
(2− v¯f − 2v¯g − v¯γ)+

≤ (M + 1)r

and the optimal DMT of the sequential-SADF with N1 number of DF relays and
N2 number of AF relays can be expressed as
d∗(r) = (N1 +N2 + 1)
(





Note that from the optimal DMT expressions in (5.9), for N = N1 +N2, the the
sequential-SADF protocol achieves the (N + 1) × 1 MISO transmit bound, for
sufficiently large transmission slots, M →∞.
5.2.2 Closed-form DMT of the sequential-SADF protocol
In practice, relays may not always decode the received signal perfectly. In
this subsection, we analyse the closed-form DMT of the sequential-SADF with
the effect of the inter-relay interference (IRI) on each DF relays, where we define
the term η as the average SNR of the source to relay links with IRI in dB scale.
The outage probability of the sequential-SADF protocol without the assump-




Pr(EK)Pout |EK , (5.10)
where EK denote the event that K number of DF relays are able to decode the
source signal perfectly. Pout |EK and Pr(EK) denote the outage probability and
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the probability of the event that K number of DF relays are able to decode the
source signal perfectly, respectively.
The DF relay ri, i = 1, 3, · · · ,M − 2 decodes the received signal according
to the mutual information I(xi; yr,i). The outage probability of each individual
DF relay can be defined as




































The proximity gain, ηi is the scaling factor on the average SNR between the
s to ri link and ri−1 to ri link in dB. Consider X and Y are i.i.d exponential
distributed random variables with unit mean, applying [93, Lemma 3.2] we have
the cumulative distribution function of Z = X
Y
is given by
FZ(z) = 1− 1
1 + z
and the outage probability of each individual DF relay can be simplified into











Let us simplify the process of DMT computation by assuming that the prox-
imity gain of the DF relays have the order of η ≤ η1 ≤ · · · ≤ ηM−2. Pr(EK) can










since SNR−a − SNR−(a+b) =˙ SNR−a, for a, b > 0.
Pout |EK denotes the outage probability of the sequential-SADF protocol when
K number of DF relays are not outage, and can be expressed as








≤ (M + 1)R(SNR)
]
=˙ SNR−dK(r), (5.14)
where HK and dK(r) denote the channel matrix and the DMT of the sequential-
SADF with K number of DF relays are not outage, respectively. Let us denote
S and S ′ a set of positive even and positive odd integer numbers, respectively,
S = {2, 4, · · · ,M} and S ′ = {1, 3, · · · ,M − 1}. Denote M ⊆ S ′ a set of DF
relays that are not outage and able to decode the received signal perfectly, and














1 + SNR |gi|2 + SNR |γi,i+1gi+1|2
)
≤ (1 + SNR |g0|2)M + ∏
i∈S\M′
(















and the closed-form DMT of the sequential-SADF protocol K number of DF
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i∈S(1− vfi − vgi)+,∑
i∈M′(1− vgi − vγi−1,i)+,∑
i∈M′(2− vfi − vgi − vgi−1)+,∑
i∈M′(2− vfi − 2vgi − vγi−1,i)+

≤ (M + 1)r

(5.17)
Similar to the previous section, the optimization problem is simplified to
d∗(r) = inf
O+









(1− v¯f − v¯g)+,
2LK(1− v¯g − v¯γ)+,
2LK(2− v¯f − 2v¯g)+,
2LK(2− v¯f − 2v¯g − v¯γ)+

≤ (M + 1)r

(5.19)
where L = M
2N1
. Using the equation above, the DMT of the sequential-SADF















Let us assume two events, where all the DF relays are either in outage (E0)
or non-outage (EN1), which is the worst and optimal scenarios of the proposed
sequential-SADF protocol, respectively. The outage probability of the sequential-
SADF protocol can be simplified into
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where d(r) is given by the absolute value of the largest exponent term. The















+N1 (η − r)+











< η ≤ 1 + N2M
2N1(M+1)
,

























+N1 (η − r)+
 . (5.23)
From the closed-form DMT of the sequential-SADF protocol in (5.22), we
found that the optimal DMT (5.9) is achievable if the proximity gain, η > 1 +
N2M
2N1(M+1)
. On the other hand, proximity gain bound for achieving optimal DMT
of the proposed sequential SADF can be lowered if the number of DF relays, N1
is increased.
Figure 5.2 shows the DMT curve of the proposed sequential-SADF protocol
for different proximity gains. It can be seen that, for the proximity gain range
of M
M+1
< η ≤ 1 + N2M
2N1(M+1)
, the proposed sequential-SADF protocol achieves full
diversity order of d = N+1, for multiplexing gain r = 0. In the interesting case of
η = 0, for sufficiently large number of transmission slots, the DMT performance
of the proposed sequential-SADF would be equivalent to the NAF protocol with
N2 number of relays. Thus we can conclude that NAF protocol with N2 relays is
the worst case DMT of the proposed sequential-SADF protocol.
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η  = 2
η  = 1.4
η  = 1
η  = 0.6
η  = 0
Figure 5.2: DMT comparison of the proposed sequential-SADF for different prox-
imity gain, η. Here, the number of DF and AF relays are N1 = 1 and N2 = 3,
respectively. The total transmitted symbols are M = 20.
5.2.3 Relay Ordering for Achieving Optimal DMT
The proposed sequential-SADF protocol achieves the optimal DMT bound
for the proximity gain bound of η > 1+ N2M
2N1(M+1)
. Note that from equation (5.11),
the proximity gain is characterized according to the distance ratio between the
Di−1,i and Ds,i. Thus the optimal DMT of the sequential-SADF is achievable if
we choose the DF relay, ri that has a low Ds,i and high Di−1,i. Assuming equal









for i = 1, 3, · · · ,M . Denote Ds as the radius of the boundary of the “odd cluster”
and Dr as the minimum distance between the boundary of the “odd cluster” and
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Figure 5.3: Up-link system model for the proposed sequential-SADF protocol
with distance bound for achieving optimal DMT performance. The order of the
relays are indicated by numbers.
the boundary of the “even cluster” showed in Figure 4.2. The distance bound






Incorporing the distance bound in equation (5.25) with the proposed relay or-
dering strategy in chapter 4, we can eliminate the terms η ≤ 1 + N2M
2N1(M+1)
in
(5.22) and the optimal DMT of the sequential-SADF protocol in (5.9) is thus
achievable. Figure 5.3 shows the up-link system model for the sequential-SADF
with distance bound for achieving optimal DMT performance.
Figure 5.4 shows the DMT comparison between the sequential-SADF with
scheduling strategy and the existing DF cooperative communication protocols for
four relays network (N = 4). It can be seen that the DMT of the sequential-SADF
with the scheduling strategy dominates both NSDF [94] and ODF [95] protocols
for the multiplexing gain of 0 ≤ r ≤ M
M+1
. On the other hand, the DMT of the
sequential-SADF dominates the DDF protocol in most of the multiplexing gain
region without the assumption of an infinite block length.
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Figure 5.4: DMT comparison between the sequential-SADF with the proposed
scheduling strategy and the existing DF cooperative communication protocol with
four relays (N = 4). Here, the transmitted symbols are M = 20.
5.3 Pairwise Error Probability Analysis
The proposed sequential-SADF protocol was evaluated in terms of DMT,
where the maximum diversity order and maximum throughput of the proposed
protocol is obtained. However the achievable diversity order of the protocol still
remains unknown. The authors in [17] proposed a union bound calculation of
the error probability called the pairwise error probability (PEP) and derive two
fundamental design criterion to maximise the achievable diversity order and the
coding gain. In [96], Wicaksana et al. derived the PEP of the two-path relaying
network and showed that the achievable diversity order of the protocol is two. In
order to achieve the maximum achievable diversity order, the transmitted signals
have to be different by at least two symbols.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that the sequential-SADF protocol
applied the relay ordering and scheduling strategy proposed in chapter 4 and all
the DF relays are able to decode the received signal perfectly. Using the baseband-
equivalent channel model from section 5.1, the equivalent received signal model
at the destination can be expressed as
y =
√
SNRXh+Bnr + nd, (5.26)
where y = [yd,1 · · · yd,M+1]T denotes the received signal vector at d. nr and nd
denote the size M and M + 1 i.i.d additive white Gaussian noise vectors with
zero mean and unit variance. B denotes the (M + 1)×M forward noise matrix.
h denotes the size 3N
2















X denotes the (M + 1) × (3N
2
+ 1) transmitted signal matrix and can be




x1 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
x2 x1 0 . . . 0 0
. . . 0
x3 0 x2 . . . 0 x1 . . . 0
x4 0 0
. . . 0








. . . 0
xN+1 0 . . . 0 xN 0 . . . xN−1









xM 0 . . . xM−1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 xM 0 . . . xM−1

, (5.28)
where the power allocation term have been ignored since it does not impact the
PEP computation. To be more precise, we provide an illustrative example for
the transmitted signal of the four-relay eight-slot sequential-SADF protocol:
Xh =

x1 0 0 0 0 0 0
x2 x1 0 0 0 0 0
x3 0 x2 0 0 x1 0
x4 0 0 x3 0 0 0
x5 0 0 0 x4 0 x3
x6 x5 0 0 0 0 0
x7 0 x6 0 0 x5 0
x8 0 0 x7 0 0 0
















where n = Bnr+nd. Assuming that the destination node, d has perfect knowledge
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of the channel state information h, the PEP is given by
























. X and X˜ (X 6= X˜) are two possible codewords for
the transmitted signal matrix. Σn denotes the covariance matrix of the additive
noise vector, Σn = B
†B + IM+1. Note that Σn is not a diagonal matrix in
general. However the upper bound can be found easily with Σn ≤ Tr(Σn)IM+1
[96]. Let ρ = SNR /Tr(Σn) and θ = pi/2, the PEP of the sequential-SADF is
upper bounded by








To compute the average PEP, we can rewrite the channel matrix h in (5.27)
as h = FTg where
F = diag
(




g0 g1 · · · gN
)
. (5.33)
T denotes a (3N
2





where T˜ is a N
2
× (N + 1) matrix
T˜ =

0 0 1 0 0 0 . . . 0






0 . . . 0 1 0 0
0 . . . 0 0 0 1

. (5.35)
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Since the element of g are i.i.d complex Gaussian distribution, the average
PEP of the sequential-SADF can be expressed as




















where det−1(·) = 1/ det(·). Ex[·] denotes the expectation of a random variables
x. Let Λ = X∆FT and λi be the i-th non-zero eigenvalue of Λ. The PEP upper
bound can then be reduced to






















where d denotes the rank of the Hermitian matrix Λ†Λ.
5.3.1 Remarks
Maximum Achievable Diversity Order
The maximum achievable diversity order is determined by the maximum
rank, dˆ, of the matrix Λ†Λ. From above, it is easy to find that the size of the
matrix Λ is (M +1)× (N +1). Then the maximum rank of the Hermitian matrix






= min{M,N}+ 1. (5.37)
Note that from the transmission sequence in Chapter 5, M is always greater than
N , thus we can conclude that the maximum diversity order of the N -relayM -slot
sequential-SADF protocol is dˆ = N + 1.
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Achievable Diversity Order
























≤ min {rank(X∆), rank(F), rank(T)}
From (5.33) and (5.34), it is not hard to find that F and T have the minimum
rank of N + 1 since both of the matrices contain a size N + 1 diagonal matrix.





min{rank(X∆), N + 1}
}
. (5.39)
Let us consider the worst case scenario, where X and X˜ are different by one
symbol, i.e. x−x˜ = [x1−x˜1, 0, · · · , 0]T . It is not hard to see that the only non-zero
element in X∆ is x1 − x˜1. Thus the rank of the difference matrix rank(X∆) = 2,
which is less than N + 1, for N ≥ 2.
Non-optimal Case
We assume above that all the DF relays are not outage and able to forward
the encoded signal to the destination. In practice, DF relays may not be always
perfectly decoding the received signal. Since the outage DF relays will not forward
the signal to the d, the maximum rank of F and T is less than N +1. If K is the
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number of DF relays that are not outage, the maximum rank of the sequential-





≤ N2 +K + 1,
where ΛK denote the (M + 1)× (N + 1) diagonal matrix.
5.4 Precoder Design
From the PEP analysis of the sequential-SADF, we found that the achievable
diversity order of the protocol is not more than two, for any given number of
relay terminals. Thus it is necessary to implement a precoder for the protocol
to improve the achievable diversity order. Let us consider a precoding matrix U
to disperse the symbols in the transmitted signal matrix X. Then the equivalent







where the precoding matrix U has the power constraint of E{UU†} ≤ 1. C is
the transmitted precoded signal matrix. The precoded signal c = [c1, · · · , cM ]T




Ui,mxm, for i = 1, · · · ,M (5.41)
where Ui,m denotes i-th row and m-th column of the matrix U.
In [96], the authors proposed a precoder for the two path relaying using a
M ×M matrix, U ∈ Vp, where Vp denotes a set of M ×M complex unitary








= N + 1.
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C∆ = C − C˜ denotes the difference between two possible codewords for the
transmitted precoded signal matrix. The precoder design achieves the maximum
achievable diversity order of N +1 for the N -relay (M +1)-slot sequential-SADF
protocol. However, from the previous section, we found that it is not necessary
to design a full M ×M precoding matrix for the sequential-SADF protocol, since
the maximum achievable diversity order of the protocol is N + 1. On the other
hand, searching for a M × M complex unitary matrix that satisfy the above
condition is prohibitive, for sufficiently large M , i,e., M →∞. Thus we propose
a simple precoder for the N -relay (M + 1)-slot sequential-SADF protocol using
the existing precoding matrix.
Let GQ be a Q×Q precoding unitary matrix. Given P = MQ , we propose a
M ×M precoding matrix:
U = IP ⊗GQ, (5.42)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and IP denotes the P×P identity matrix.
Note that GQ can be any Q × Q precoding matrix proposed in [97, 98] or the
generator matrix of the perfect space-time block codes proposed in [62]. Due





Up+i,mxm, for i = 1, · · · , Q, (5.43)
where p denotes a set of integers with the limits of p = 0, · · · , P − 1. Note that
from the above equation, it is essential to chooseQ ≥ N+1 such that the proposed
precoder disperse the transmitted signal over N+1 number of transmission slots.
Using equations (5.40) and (5.38), we have the achievable diversity order of











min{rank(C∆), N + 1}
}
. (5.44)
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Note that from equation (5.43), we choose the GQ from any precoding matrix or
generator matrix with Q ≥ N + 1 to disperse the transmitted signal where the
rank of GQ is rank(GQ) ≥ N +1, it is easy to show that the achievable diversity
order of the sequential-SADF protocol with the proposed precoder is N + 1.
5.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we simulate the outage performance of the proposed sequen-
tial SADF protocol with the proposed scheduling in chapter 4 and compare with
different cooperative and non-cooperative protocols. We considered quasi-static
Rayleigh fading channels where the channel coefficients are constant over M + 1
transmision slots. All the protocols were simulated using MATLAB software with
1 × 107 samples on each SNR interval. The power allocation for all the cooper-
ative protocols are assumed to be pim = p¯im = 0.5, while the information rate is
measured in BPCU. The total number of transmission slots is M = 10.
Figure 5.5 shows the simulation result of the proposed sequential-SADF pro-
tocol with different proximity gains, η in a four relays network for information
rates of r = 2. It can be seen that the proposed protocol with η → 0 fail to
achieve full diversity which is similar to the DMT performance shown in Figure
5.2, while the proposed protocol with η = 0.5, 1 and 1.5 achieves a diversity
order of five. Note that the proposed protocol with η = 1.5 has the best outage
performance since it is the optimal case of the sequential-SADF protocol.
Fig. 5.6 shows the simulation result of the proposed sequential-SADF with
the proximity gain, η = 1.5 with quasi-static Rayleigh fading channels. The pro-
posed protocol and different cooperative protocols were simulated in a four relay
network (N = 4). The total transmission slots for both of the proposed protocol
and the sequential-SAF is M = 20. It can be seen all the cooperative protocols
are achieving a diversity order of five, while the proposed sequential-SADF pro-
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Figure 5.5: Outage probabilities of the proposed sequential-SADF with different
proximity gains, η in a four relays network and information rates of 2 BPCU.
The total transmission slots is M = 20.



























SADF protocol, η = 1.5
Figure 5.6: Outage probabilities of the NAF [6], DDF [4], SAF [2] and the pro-
posed sequential-SADF with proximity gain η = 1.5 in a four relays network and
information rates of 2 BPCU. The total transmission slots is M = 20.
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tocol with η = 1.5 outperforms other cooperative communication protocols at
high SNR regime. The proposed protocol achieves 2 dB gain compared with the
sequential-SAF protocols and about 4 dB and 8 dB gains, respectively, compared
with the DDF and NAF protocols at the outage probability of 10−4.
Next, we present the simulated bit error rate (BER) curve of the sequential-
SADF protocol with the proposed precoder for two relays (N = 2), nine slots
(M + 1 = 9) cooperative network. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the cooperative network performs the scheduling strategy proposed in Chapter
4 and achieves the partial isolated relay condition. The protocols are simulated
using BPSK modulation and decoded with ML detection. Figure 5.7 shows the
BER performance of the sequential-SADF protocol with the proposed precoder
and compare with the protocol without precoder. We generated two different
precoding matrices using two different precoders. For a two-relay nine-slot relay-
ing network, we choose Q = 4 and P = 2 such that the precoding matrix achieves
the maximum diversity order of three. The proposed 8 × 8 precoding matrix in
(5.42) can be rewritten as
U = I2 ⊗G4. (5.45)
The “proposed precoder 1” is generated using the 4× 4 real unitary Kru¨skemper
rotation in [99] which can be expressed as
G4 =

−0.3664 −0.7677 0.4231 0.3121
−0.2264 −0.4745 −0.6846 −0.5050
−0.4745 0.2264 −0.5050 0.6846
−0.7677 0.3664 0.3121 −0.4231
 . (5.46)
For the “proposed precoder 2”, we choose the 4×4 generator matrix of the perfect
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Figure 5.7: BER comparison between the sequential-SADF protocol with the
proposed precoder and without precoder in a two relays network (N = 2) with
BPSK modulation. The total transmission slots is M + 1 = 9.



























Real Unitary Algebraic Rotations [15]
Complex Random Unitary Precoding [7]
Two-nonzero Precoding
Figure 5.8: BER comparison between the sequential-SADF protocol with the
proposed precoder, complex unitary precoder and real rotation precoder in a two
relays network (N = 2) with BPSK modulation. The total transmission slots is
M + 1 = 9.
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Real Unitary Algebraic Rotations [15]
Complex Random Unitary Precoding [7]
Two-nonzero Precoding
Figure 5.9: BER comparison between the sequential-SADF protocol with the
proposed precoder, complex unitary precoder and real rotation precoder in a two
relays network (N = 2) with BPSK modulation. The total transmission slots is
M + 1 = 9.
space-time block codes [62] which can be written as
G4 =

0.258− 0.312i 0.346− 0.418i −0.418 + 0.505i −0.214 + 0.258i
0.258 + 0.087i 0.472 + 0.160i 0.160 + 0.054i 0.763 + 0.258i
0.258 + 0.214i −0.505− 0.418i −0.418− 0.346i 0.312 + 0.258i
0.258− 0.763i −0.054 + 0.160i 0.160− 0.472i −0.087 + 0.258i
 .
(5.47)
It can be seen that the sequential-SADF protocol with the proposed precoders
achieves the diversity order of three, while the one without any precoder achieves
a diversity order of two.
In Figure 5.8, we compare the proposed precoders with the 8×8 two-nonzero
element precoder, complex unitary precoder in [96] and the 8 × 8 cyclotomic
unitary real algebraic rotations from [99]. Figure 5.9 is the zoom-in version of
Figure 5.8, to show the difference between precoders. It can be seen that both
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of the proposed precoder has better performance compared to the two-nonzero
element precoder. On the other hand, the proposed precoder 1 has same BER
performance compared to the cyclotomic unitary real algebraic rotations at high
SNR. Note that BER performance of the complex unitary precoder is better than
the proposed precoder 2 (< 1 dB gain), however the proposed precoder is easier
to generate and is able to work with any number of transmission slots.
5.6 Chapter Summary
We proposed a novel slotted hybrid cooperative network named the sequen-
tial SADF protocol for half duplex single antenna multiple relay cooperative
channels. The relay terminals between the source and the destination terminals
perform either decode or linear processing on the received signal and forward to
the destination in a round robin manner. We first derived the optimal DMT
expression of the proposed sequential-SADF with the assumption of all the DF
relays are able to decode the received signal perfectly. We then derived the closed-
form DMT expression of the proposed sequential-SADF protocol by considering
the effect of IRI and the outage event using the proximity gain. With the proxim-
ity gain bound and the scheduling strategy in chapter 4, we proposed a distance
bound for the sequential-SADF to achieve the optimal DMT bound. We showed
that the sequential-SADF achieves the MISO DMT bound with the scheduling
strategy. Simulation result shows that the sequential-SADF protocol with the
proposed scheduling strategy has the best outage performance compared to the
cooperative and non-cooperative protocols in a high SNR regime.
On the other hand, the PEP upper-bound of the N -relay M -slot sequential-
SADF protocol with scheduling strategy is derived. With the PEP upper-bound
of the protocol, we found that the achievable diversity order of the protocol with
N number of relays is not more than two. To achieve the maximum achievable
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diversity order of N + 1, we proposed a simple precoder for the protocol using
an existing precoding matrix. The proposed precoder is easy to generate and
is able to work with arbitrary number of transmission slots. Simulation results
show that the proposed precoder achieves the maximum achievable diversity and
has similar BER performance compared to some of the existing precoders.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
Wireless communications technologies have seen a remarkably fast evolution
in the past two decades. Each new generation of wireless devices brought notable
improvements in terms of reliability, throughput, sizes and network structures.
The radio spectrum, however, is becoming more congested and the available radio
resources for new wireless systems are unfortunately limited. Thus intelligent
usage of the scarce radio resources to provide better wireless communications
environment is a timely concern.
The main challenge of developing wireless communication systems is to over-
come the behaviour of the wireless channel. Severe attenuation in multipath
wireless environment makes it extremely difficult for the receiver to determine
the transmitted signal unless the receiver is provided with some form of diversity.
The main idea behind “diversity” is to exploit the independently faded replicas
of the transmitted signal at the receiver to enhance the performance. In most
scattering environments, spatial diversity is practical and widely applied to di-
minish the effect of multi-path fading. However it is not practical to deploy in
certain wireless devices, such as the portable terminals and wireless sensors, due
to size, cost, and computational power limitations.
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In recent years, cooperative communication networks have emerged with
many new applications, where it improves the quality of the received signal at
the receiver side with the assistance from other nodes. It can be generally cat-
egorized into two different categories: amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-
and-forward (DF) and has been considered in the standardization process of the
next-generation mobile broadband communication systems such as 3GPP LTE-
Advanced, IEEE 802.16j, and IEEE 802.16m. Among the cooperative commu-
nication protocols which have been proposed in the past decades, slotted coop-
eration has the best diversity multiplexing trade-off curves, where it achieves
the multiple-input single-output DMT bound with sufficiently large number of
transmission slots. This motivates our work in this thesis, where we presented
several designs of cooperative protocols with the concept of slotted cooperation
for half-duplex single antenna cooperative relay networks.
6.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
1. We analysed the performance of the slotted cooperation in distributed-
space-time coding (DSTC) network:
• We presented a slotted cooperation based DSTC protocol and named
the Slotted-DSTC protocol and evaluate the performance in terms of
pairwise error probability (PEP). The relay nodes between the source
and the destination nodes are grouped into two relay clusters based on
their respective locations. We showed that for a given achievable diver-
sity order, the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol increases the symbol
by up to 100% compared to the traditional DSTC protocol.
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• We then presented a Slotted-DSTC protocol with redundant codes
(Slotted-DSTC-R), where the relay terminals in both of the relay clus-
ters forward the same space-time coded signal to the destination node.
We showed that the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol achieves a di-
versity of 2N and reduces the decoding complexity by 20%−30%. On
the other hand, the minimum coherence interval requirement of the
proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol is reduced by up to 50%
2. We designed a new slotted cooperation protocol for the half duplex single
antenna relaying network:
• We proposed a novel relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the
sequential-SAF protocol and evaluated the performance in terms of
DMT. We showed that the sequential-SAF protocol with the proposed
scheduling strategy achieves the MISO DMT bound without the as-
sumption of perfect isolated relays.
• With the proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy, we proposed
a novel slotted hybrid cooperative protocol named sequential SADF
protocol and evaluate the performance in terms of DMT. We com-
puted the optimal and closed-form DMT expression of the proposed
sequential-SADF protocol and showed that the proposed sequential-
SADF protocol achieves the optimal DMT expression with the pro-
posed scheduling strategy.
• We evaluate the proposed sequential-SADF protocol in terms of PEP
and found out that the achievable diversity order of the protocol is two
with arbitrary number of relay terminals. We then proposed a simple
precoder for the proposed protocol to achieve the maximum diversity
order. The proposed precoder is easy to implement and is able to work
with arbitrary number of relay terminals and transmission slots.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
In this section, we collect a few directions for future research as follows:
• Throughout the thesis, we restricted our attention to the single-antenna
half-duplex cooperative network with quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel.
The performance of the proposed protocol in multiple antennas, full duplex
system, different statistical model of fading channels (Rician and Nakagami)
and multipath fading channel are still an open problem.
• All the proposed protocols were simulated with BPSK modulation. Simula-
tion with MPSK or QAM can be done to further evaluate the performance
of the proposed protocols.
• In chapter 3, we evaluated the performance of slotted cooperation based
DSTC protocol with OSTBC. STC techniques such as the TAST block
codes and the Perfect codes can be considered to improve the rate and the
coding gain of the protocols.
• The Slotted-DSTC and Slotted-DSTC-R protocols were evaluated in terms
of PEP. System benchmarks such as the outage behaviour, theoretical BER
upper bound with BPSK modulation and ergodic capacity analysis can be
done to prove/disprove the robustness of the proposed protocols.
• The proposed relay ordering and scheduling strategy for the SAF protocol in
chapter 4 assumed there is a global scheduler that has the knowledge of the
all the CSI between terminals. Scheduling strategy without the existence
of the global scheduler can be considered for a practical system model.
• The proposed strategy for the SAF protocol and the proposed sequential-
SADF protocol were evaluated in terms of DMT analysis. A further investi-
gation such as the outage probability or the throughput-reliability tradeoff
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[100] can be done to further evaluate the performance of the proposed pro-
tocols.
• The proposed precoder for the sequential-SADF protocol can be extended
to OFDM systems and simulated under the multipath environment.

Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1




i ) ≤ IT2 , the covariance matrix of the noise











and using the above expression,







As mentioned above, assuming that d knows the channel information for all links,
the ML decoding of the system can be readily seen to be
Cˆ = argmin
C
‖yd −√ρCh‖2F , (A.3)
where the minimization is performed over all possible codeword matrices C. With
the ML decoding in (A.3), the PEP of the OSTBC based DSTC protocol, given


















where Q(x) ≤ 1
2
e−x
2/2 is the Chernoff bound of Q-function. We can further
rewrite h as
h = Fg, (A.5)
where F = diag
(
fˆ1, fˆ2, · · · , fˆN
)
and g = [g1 g2 · · · gN ]T. Consequently, the


















































where λi is the i-th eigenvalue of ∆C
†∆C defined in (3.10).
This completes the proof.
Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 2
From (3.19), it can be seen that the following expression is needed to decode the








where the minimization is performed over all possible codeword matrices C
(t)
1 .













where Σ1w denotes the covariance matrix of the noise component from C1. We
omitted the superscript (t), since the decoding scheme is the same for all the
t-th time frames. The PEP of the proposed Slotted-DSTC protocol, given the






















Using the properties in (3.9), the coding gain of a generalized T2 × N OSTBC
matrix can be obtained by
∆C†1∆C1
∆
= diag (λ1,1, λ1,2, · · · , λ1,N) , (B.3)
where λ1,i is the i-th eigenvalue of ∆C
†
1∆C1.
We can further rewrite h1 as h1 = F1g1, where
F1 = diag
(
fˆ1,1, fˆ1,2, · · · , fˆ1,N
)
,
g1 = [g1,1 g1,2 · · · g1,N ]T . (B.4)























































Similar approach can be done to the odd time frames and the PEP of both relay




















This completes the proof.
Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 3
For simplicity, we will omit the superscript, (m), since the analysis is the same



















Note that both C1 and C2 are generalized OSTBC. Using equation (C.1), the







where λk = diag(λk,1, · · ·λk,N), denote the eigenvalue of ∆C†R∆CR, for k ∈ {1, 2}.
Next, we need to prove that the diversity performance of the Slotted-DSTC-R
protocol is evaluated based on the eigenvalue of ∆C†R∆CR. Let f = [f1 f2]
T,
where fk = [fˆk,1 fˆk,2 · · · fˆk,N ]T, for k ∈ {1, 2}. Using the DOSTBC properties in
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[37, Lemma 1], we have













and we can conclude that the combined STC of the Slotted-DSTC-R protocol
satisfies the DOSTBC properties if the STC deployed in both of the relay clusters
satisfy the DOSTBC properties.
The PEP of the proposed Slotted-DSTC-R protocol, given the equivalent channel

















Let h = Fg, where F = diag(f1, f2) and g = [g1 g2]
























































Proof of Lemma 3
LetG be the class of hermitian matrices such thatA = HH† ∈ G whereH is
the channel matrix in (4.13). It is easy to verify that i.e. the probability P (A)dA








dIm (Ak,j) , (D.1)
where Re(Ak,j) and Im(Ak,j) are the real and imaginary part of Ak,j. k and j
denote the row and column of the matrix A and U is a unitary matrix. Here
we can use the householder transformation without changing the spectrum of A.
Let P(i) and Q(i) be the householder matrices for H(i), where the subscript (i)
denotes the ith householder transformation, for i = 1, · · · ,M − 2. Then P†(i) and
Q†(i) are a pair of householder matrices for H
†
(i). We see that according to the




(i−1) → P(i)H(i)Q(i)Q†(i)H†(i)P†(i). (D.2)
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At the same time, let us select P(i) and Q(i) such that H(M−2) is bidiago-


































, and Q(1) = IM is an
identity matrix.











where B(2) is obtained by operating P(2) on H(1). Similarly H
†
(0) can be bi-






(1) is invariant under the transformation in (D.2), B(2)B
†
(2)
belongs to the same class of matrices as G. Hence we may proceed inductively






|g0|2 g0a∗1 0 · · · 0
g∗0a1 |g0|2 + |a1|2 g0f ∗2 g∗2 . . .
...
0 g∗0f2g2 |g0|2 + |f2g2|2 . . .
...
...

























1 + SNR |figi|2
)(




where S denotes a set of positive even integers with the limits of S ∈ [2,M ].
This complete the proof of the Lemma 3.
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